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communities a  
smart way to go? 

K
nowledge is an essential 
component for problem-solving. 
Being smart means being able 
to quickly collect and process the 

knowledge base relevant to the problem at 
hand. In today’s technology-driven world, 
factual knowledge can be gathered like never 
before. But this knowledge need not be 
amassed for its own sake or simply because 
there is the ability to collect it.

In addressing the problems facing 
communities, smart is not good enough. 
The profession needs to be striving for 
intelligence and this higher order means that 
facts must be put to a good use. Intelligence 
implies that facts and understanding are 
applied in practical, deliberate, and reasoned 
ways. A higher order can be achieved if 
knowledge – and the technology used to 
gather it – solves real problems, facilitates 
community autonomy, boosts digital 
access among the public, or nurtures local 
democracy. Intelligent communities will be 
those where technology is applied in ways 
that are widely beneficial.

 Today’s prevailing sense is that intelligent 
communities not only need to have cutting-
edge infrastructure that digitally connects 
but they must also have advanced systems 
to monitor operations. As the ability to 
collect, analyze, and apply data continues to 
grow exponentially, it becomes ever more 
important that the information gleaned is 
used for the collective good. Advances in 
technology hold promise for communities 
through enhanced engagement and more 
informed decision-making. That, of course, 
should be of particular interest to planners, 
all of whom have a professional obligation to 
uphold the public interest.

Closer to the beginning of the modern 

Kristy Kilbourne RPP, MCIP and Kent Munro RPP, MCIP

digital age, academics cautioned the planning 
profession about its role – and its ethical 
responsibility – in relation to the power of 
information. In a classic essay that has been 
required reading for students of planning 
for generations, John Forester rightly noted 
that information is a key source of power 
and that any misuse of it can be a threat to 
the democratic processes that are at core 
of planners’ work.1 The argument was that 
planners would need to directly face this 
power while they worked to serve the public.

Canadian planners have recently found 
themselves face-to-face with the challenges 
that arise when data generated by modern 
technology become powerful. Equity, privacy, 
cybersecurity, and data governance arise 
as critical issues that must be considered. 
Recent circumstances have revealed 
the possibilities and potential pitfalls of 
community intelligence for all to see. The 
current COVID-19 pandemic has catapulted 
nearly everyone into a reliance on technology 
as a means to stay connected. Meanwhile, 
a large-scale development proposal in 
Toronto by one of the world’s largest and 
most influential technology companies has 
brought the realities of “techno planning” to 
the fore. If planning is to remain relevant and 
beneficial in the rapidly evolving digital world, 
now is the time for the profession to be 
critically reflective and to prepare for a future 
that is more than just smart.

This issue of Plan Canada explores the 
promise of more intelligent communities. 
Contributors point out the evolving 
complexities and highlight challenges 
that need to be addressed if data-driven 
technologies are to be optimized for 
communities. The opening article presents 
a retrospective of smart city thinking that 

summarizes its foundational roots in Canada, 
and its evolution. The next feature tables the 
prevailing sentiment in the current discourse 
about intelligent communities: the application 
of technology for technology’s sake alone 
is not smart enough. A higher order of 
intelligence in planning will be achieved when 
the power of digital technology is rightly 
used to achieve broad community well-being 
through greater connectedness, engagement, 
prosperity, and resilience.

The next set of articles acutely demonstrate 
the passions inherent in the debates about the 
appropriate use of technology in planning’s 
future. Two authors present different points-
of-view on the recent Toronto proposal that 
has served as a catalyst for renewed thinking 
about intelligent communities. Discussions 
about transparency, public versus private 
objectives, and even the role of those 
responsible for defining and serving the 
public interest tap into the core principles of 
planning as a profession. Some felt that the 
project uncovered that planners may not be 
sufficiently equipped to harness cutting-edge 
technology. For others, the concern was that 
unrestrained technological progress by private 
interests will erode the traditional purviews 
of elected governments and, therefore, will 
be a challenge to basic democratic traditions. 
These perspectives reveal how the use and 
control of data about citizens – a kind of 
struggle for the power inherent in knowledge 
– can be seen as either productive or invasive, 
benevolent, or threatening.

To round out the discussion, rural and 
small-town examples of smart community 
solutions in action are featured in a set 
of two articles. These case studies, one 
in Alberta and another in Nova Scotia, 
show how planners can bridge the digital 
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divide across geographies. The approaches 
profiled outline how technology can be 
harnessed to enhance connectedness and 
provide a clear public benefit, addressing 
aspects of social equity and environmental 
performance. These articles provide insights 
about how the specialized skills, tools, and 
processes employed by planners might be 
leveraged to support a transition towards 
more intelligent communities.

Also included in this issue are two off-
theme articles. The first looks into emerging 
trends in industrial development in an 
inner-city context and the changing nature 
of industrial land use. With traditionally 
“dirty” manufacturing activities transforming 
into “clean technology” models, a rethink 
of some industrial zoning in Vancouver is 
opening up new opportunities for more dense 

forms of modern employment-generating 
development. Another article presents 
study findings that describe the disconnect 
between shelter needs in non-metropolitan 
areas of Canada and the available housing 
stock. Data suggest a need for a diverse 
range of smaller homes, even though the 
predominant form of housing remains large 
single-detached homes. The authors call for 
policies to better align housing supply with 
demand, as a way to support economic and 
development in these communities.

Canadian communities of varying sizes are 
consistently recognized in global rankings 
for smart city initiatives. The country has, it 
seems, embraced 21st century innovations 
with resulting enhancements to quality of 
life. But with the pace of change in the digital 
world ever accelerating, the opportunities 

for communities to achieve a higher level 
of intelligence are before us. The pressure 
to adopt technologies as they develop can 
be compelling, yet it remains incumbent 
on planners to assess the implications 
for the public good and to act to uphold it. 
Afterall, it is the primary responsibility of the 
professional planner to serve and defend the 
welfare and well-being of the general public. 
With success, communities will rise to a new 
level of intelligence.

 The digital world is moving fast.  
Planners need to ensure that they are  
ahead the race and that they are ready  
for the next challenge.

1 John Forester, “Planning in the Face of 
Power,” in Journal of the American Planning 
Association 48, no. 1 (1982): 67-80. ¢
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Les collectivités 
intelligentes sont-elles 
un choix raisonné?

L
e savoir fait partie intégrante de 
la résolution de tout problème. 
Faire preuve d’intelligence 
implique une aptitude à saisir et 

à traiter rapidement toute connaissance 
pertinente dans le contexte du problème 
à résoudre. Le monde actuel, dominé par 
la technologie, permet de rassembler des 
connaissances factuelles comme jamais 
auparavant. Or, il ne suffit pas d’acquérir 
des connaissances pour le seul motif 
qu’elles existent ou simplement parce qu’il 
est possible de les amasser.

Lorsqu’il s’agit de résoudre les 
problèmes auxquels sont confrontées les 
communautés, l’approche « ingénieuse » 
ne suffit pas. La profession doit aspirer 
à l’intelligence et cet ordre supérieur 
impose de faire bon usage des faits. 
L’intelligence sous-entend l’application 
pratique, délibérée et raisonnée des faits 
et de la compréhension. L’ordre supérieur 
est possible si le savoir, et la technologie 
employée pour l’acquérir, résout des 
problèmes réels, rend les communautés 
plus autonomes, accroît l’accès au monde 
numérique auprès des citoyens ou enrichit la 
démocratie locale. Les communautés dites 
« intelligentes » seront celles où le recours 
aux technologies sera fortement valorisé.

Le sentiment prévalant de nos jours est 
que les communautés intelligentes doivent 
non seulement disposer d’une infrastructure 
de pointe connectée numériquement, mais 
aussi de systèmes avancés pour surveiller 
diverses opérations. Alors que la capacité à 
recueillir, analyser et appliquer des données 
ne cesse de croître exponentiellement, 
il devient de plus en plus urgent que les 
informations recueillies soient mises au 
service du bien collectif. Les avancées 

Kristy Kilbourne UPC, MICU et Kent Munro UPC, MICU

technologiques ouvrent des perspectives 
prometteuses pour les communautés 
moyennant un engagement accru et une 
prise de décision plus éclairée. Cela doit 
bien sûr retenir particulièrement l’attention 
des urbanistes, qui sont tous tenus par leur 
profession de défendre l’intérêt public.

Alors que l’ère numérique moderne 
approchait à grands pas, les scientifiques 
lancèrent un avertissement aux urbanistes 
quant à leur rôle — et leur responsabilité 
éthique — face au pouvoir de l’information. 
Dans son essai devenu un classique, dont 
la lecture est obligatoire pour les étudiants 
en urbanisme depuis des générations, 
John Forester souligne à juste titre que 
l’information est une source de pouvoir 
fondamentale et que toute utilisation 
abusive de celle-ci risque de compromettre 
les processus démocratiques au cœur de 
l’œuvre des urbanistes.1 Son argument était 
que les urbanistes devraient directement 
confronter ce pouvoir tout en s’efforçant de 
servir le public.

Les urbanistes canadiens ont récemment 
dû composer avec les enjeux soulevés 
par le pouvoir des données issues de la 
technologie moderne. L’équité, le respect 
de la vie privée, la cybersécurité et la 
gouvernance des données sont autant de 
considérations critiques à prendre en compte. 
Les circonstances récentes ont révélé les 
perspectives et les pièges potentiels de 
l’intelligence communautaire aux yeux de 
tous. L’actuelle pandémie de COVID-19 a 
propulsé pour ainsi dire tout un chacun 
dans une dépendance à la technologie 
comme moyen de maintenir le contact 
avec le reste du monde. Parallèlement, 
une proposition d’aménagement urbain 
de grande envergure à Toronto par l’une 

des entreprises technologiques les plus 
importantes et influentes au monde a 
fait ressortir les réalités de l’urbanisme 
technologique. Si l’urbanisme est appelé à 
conserver sa pertinence et ses vertus dans un 
monde numérique en perpétuelle évolution, 
le moment est venu pour la profession de se 
livrer à une réflexion critique et de se tourner 
vers un avenir plus que simplement judicieux.

Ce numéro de Plan Canada explore 
la perspective de communautés plus 
intelligentes. Les contributeurs y évoquent 
les complexités mouvantes et rappellent 
les défis à relever en vue d’optimiser les 
technologies guidées par les données au 
profit des communautés. En ouverture figure 
une rétrospective de la conception de la 
ville intelligente récapitulant ses racines 
fondamentales au Canada et son évolution. 
Vient ensuite le constat qui prévaut dans 
le discours actuel sur les communautés 
intelligentes : recourir aux technologies 
uniquement parce qu’elles existent est trop 
peu judicieux. L’urbanisme atteindra un 
ordre supérieur d’intelligence lorsque le 
pouvoir de la technologie numérique sera 
exploité à bon escient au profit du bien-être 
communautaire global par une connectivité, 
un engagement, une prospérité et une 
résilience accrus.

La série d’articles qui suit témoigne 
des passions inhérentes aux débats sur le 
recours judicieux aux technologies dans 
l’urbanisme de l’avenir. Deux auteurs 
partagent leurs vues divergentes sur le récent 
projet proposé à Toronto, dont découle une 
réflexion renouvelée sur les communautés 
intelligentes. Les débats autour des notions 
de transparence, d’objectifs publics ou 
privés, et même du rôle des personnes 
chargées de définir et de servir l’intérêt 
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public, touchent aux principes fondamentaux 
de l’urbanisme en tant que profession. Pour 
certains, il est apparu que les urbanistes 
n’étaient peut-être pas adéquatement 
outillés pour exploiter les technologies 
de pointe. Pour d’autres, les avancées 
technologiques débridées par des intérêts 
privés risquent de saper les compétences 
traditionnelles des gouvernements élus et, 
par conséquent, de remettre en cause les 
traditions démocratiques fondamentales. 
Ces perspectives révèlent combien 
l’utilisation et le contrôle des données 
sur les citoyens — une sorte de lutte pour 
le pouvoir inhérent au savoir — peuvent 
être considérés comme productifs ou 
envahissants, bienveillants ou menaçants.

Pour conclure, deux articles mettent 
en lumière des exemples de solutions 
communautaires intelligentes appliquées 
dans des zones rurales et petites villes. Ces 
études de cas, l’une en Alberta et l’autre 
en Nouvelle-Écosse, démontrent comment 
les urbanistes peuvent combler le fossé 
numérique entre les différentes régions. Les 
approches évoquées exploitent la technologie 
de manière à renforcer la connectivité et à 
procurer un avantage public évident, en tenant 
compte de certains paramètres d’équité 
sociale et de performance environnementale. 
Ces articles apportent un éclairage sur la 

manière dont les compétences spécialisées, 
les outils et les processus employés par les 
urbanistes pourraient être mis à profit pour 
soutenir une transition vers des communautés 
plus intelligentes.

Ce numéro contient également deux 
articles hors thème. Le premier se penche sur 
les nouvelles tendances du développement 
industriel dans le contexte des centres-villes 
et sur la nature changeante de l’utilisation 
industrielle des sols. Alors que les activités 
manufacturières traditionnellement 
« sales » évoluent vers des modèles de 
« technologies propres », la révision de 
certaines zones industrielles de Vancouver 
ouvre de nouvelles possibilités pour des 
formes plus denses d’aménagements 
modernes générateurs d’emplois. Le 
second article présente des constatations 
d’études caractérisant le décalage existant 
entre les besoins en logements dans les 
régions non métropolitaines du Canada et 
les habitations disponibles. Les données 
suggèrent la nécessité d’un éventail 
diversifié de petites maisons, alors que 
le principal modèle d’habitation demeure 
les grandes maisons individuelles non 
attenantes. Les auteurs lancent un appel en 
faveur de politiques visant à mieux aligner 
l’offre et la demande de logements afin de 
soutenir l’économie et le développement 

des communautés concernées.
Les classements mondiaux des initiatives 

de villes intelligentes reconnaissent 
régulièrement les collectivités canadiennes 
de tailles diverses. Il semble que le pays ait 
fait siennes les innovations du 21e siècle, 
améliorant ainsi la qualité de vie de ses 
habitants. Cependant, compte tenu de 
l’accélération perpétuelle des évolutions 
du monde numérique, les communautés 
disposent d’opportunités pour atteindre 
un niveau supérieur d’intelligence. Certes, 
les pressions en faveur de l’adoption des 
technologies au fil de leur essor peuvent 
être fortes, mais il incombe toujours aux 
urbanistes d’en mesurer les conséquences 
sur le bien public et d’agir pour le préserver. 
Il est en effet de la responsabilité première 
de l’urbaniste professionnel de servir et 
de défendre les intérêts et le bien-être 
du citoyen. Si ces efforts sont couronnés 
de succès, les collectivités atteindront un 
nouveau degré d’intelligence.

Le monde numérique évolue sans relâche. 
Les urbanistes se doivent de demeurer à 
l’avant-garde et d’être prêts à relever le 
prochain défi.

1 John Forester. Planning in the Face of 
Power. Journal of the American Planning 
Association, 48:1, 67–80. 1982. ¢
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I
n the mid-1980s European and 
Asian countries were developing 
“teleport cities” using satellite-based 
connectivity to terrestrial locations 
called teleports. Over these systems they 

transmitted the vast global data needed 
for trade and development and broadcast 
transmissions for television and related 
media applications. That is how most 
people saw international soccer matches 
in the latter part of the 20th century. The 
main promoters of these teleport cities 
were the World Trade Centers around the 
world that shared data, information, and 
video-related communications among 
their global commercial members. Once 
the undersea cables linked the world with 
fiber optics in the 1990s, a new era of 
digital transformation opened up in cities 
worldwide. High speed broadband enabled 
economic, social, and cultural shifts in 
every country – from call centres in India 
to university research initiatives in Canada. 
Over the past several decades, service 
providers have upgraded their older legacy 
internet systems – such as copper and 
coaxial cable – to fiber-optic solutions, 
and are rolling out 5G mobile services 
everywhere high-speed broadband is already 
in place. With these expansive enabling 
technologies, more and more applications 
are on offer by technology companies as 
solutions to key challenges in municipalities 
the world over. Tele-health, business 
applications, and distance education are 

From smart to  
more intelligent communities
By John G. Jung

SUMMARY 
While the evolution of enabling technology in 
the planning and development of cities has 
emerged quickly over the last 40 years, its 
real impact has only been taken seriously by 
communities in the past few years, often as 
a panacea for their challenges. Smart cities 
apply technology and data-driven analytics to 
make informed decisions leading to efficient 
and cost-effective cities for their citizens. 
While thought leaders have advocated for 
enabling broadband infrastructure as the 
next essential utility, using data generation 
technologies to gain insights for improved 
decision-making has also raised questions 
about cybersecurity, privacy, and data 
governance. In a post-COVID-19 world, 
planners and municipal leaders will have an 
opportunity to reimagine their communities 
with their citizens and businesses. Will they 
pursue smart city strategies by leveraging 
enabling technologies and data-driven 
innovations or will they take a broader and 
more intelligent approach, incorporating 
collaborative, open, inclusive, and 
resilient methodologies to create strategic 
opportunities to improve quality of life for 
everyone?

SOMMAIRE
Si l’évolution de la technologie habilitante 
dans la planification et le développement 
des villes est apparue rapidement au cours 
des 40 dernières années, son impact réel 
n’a été pris au sérieux par les communautés 
que ces dernières années, souvent comme 
une panacée pour leurs problèmes. Les 
villes intelligentes appliquent la technologie 
et les analyses fondées sur les données 
pour prendre des décisions éclairées qui 
conduiront à des villes efficaces et rentables 
pour leurs citoyens. Si les leaders d’opinion 
ont préconisé de faire de l’infrastructure 
à large bande le prochain service public 
essentiel, l’utilisation des technologies de 
production de données pour obtenir des 
informations permettant d’améliorer la 
prise de décision a également soulevé des 
questions sur la cybersécurité, la vie privée 
et la gouvernance des données. Dans un 
monde post-COVID-19, les planificateurs 
et les responsables municipaux auront 
l’occasion de réimaginer leurs communautés 
avec leurs citoyens et leurs entreprises. 
Poursuivront-ils des stratégies de ville 
intelligente en tirant parti des technologies 
habilitantes et des innovations fondées 
sur les données ou adopteront-ils 
plutôt une approche plus large et plus 
intelligente, intégrant des méthodologies de 
collaboration, d’ouverture, d’intégration et 
de résilience, afin de créer des opportunités 
stratégiques pour améliorer la qualité de vie 
de chacun ?
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just some of the vital services offered to 
Canadians with access to robust high-speed 
broadband. 

This is where the subject of ‘smart 
cities’ comes in. The application of digital 
technology as the potential solution for 
many community challenges has gained 
popularity since its emergence in the 1990s. 
At the world’s first smart cities conference 
in Toronto in 1995, SMART95, technology 
leaders from around the world gathered with 
planners, architects, and members of civil 
society to witness new digital applications 
in city-building and discuss key challenges 
that new technologies and their applications 
could potentially address. Organized by the 
World Teleport Association, a relatively new 
global organization founded by the World 
Trade Centers Association, the sessions 
were dominated by concepts focused on 
teleports and smart city infrastructure and 
related applications. However, conversations 
about impacts on culture, environment, 
education, inclusion and equality raised 
sober thoughts that tempered the 

technological euphoria at the event. After 
this gathering, several proponents of the 
smart city approach, from the USA and 
Canada, recommended downplaying smart 
cities, which focused primarily on the ability 
of technology and data to create efficient and 
cost-effective cities. Instead, their new goal 
was to envision knowledge-driven strategies, 
based on investing in people, institutions, 
and infrastructure, specifically broadband, 
in order to create opportunities for a higher 
quality of life for their citizens. From this 
gathering in 1995, the idea of “intelligent 
communities” was born. 

Today, the Intelligent Community Forum 
(ICF) that evolved from this event is a 
global network of 200 cities and regions, 
of which over 40 are in Canada, supported 
by a think tank and a number of institutes 
established around the world. Its mission 
is to support communities in the digital 
age to address their challenges and assist 
them in their strategies toward inclusive 
economic prosperity and community 
development, leading toward an enriched 

quality of life. While the term “intelligent 
communities” helps ICF and its global 
member communities to differentiate from 
smart cities, the term smart cities has also 
begun to evolve to embrace a more holistic 
approach to cities that includes inclusivity, 
environment and improvements to community 
development. From ICF’s perspective, no 
matter what communities call it, embracing 
a more holistic standard has always been 
its goal. Hence many established intelligent 
communities usually refer to their local 
development strategies and policies as 
“smart city” efforts. Consequently, ICF still 
recognizes the smart city rubric among its 
communities by annually awarding 21 cities 
its SMART21 awards. 

ICF also encourages municipalities to 
develop and execute their strategic plans 
using guidance documents available on the 
non-profit organization’s unique platform. 
Beyond leveraging enabling technologies, 
a critical challenge for these communities 
has been the attraction and retention of 
knowledge workers in their cities and 

Ethical Smart City class at exhibit. Source: John Jung.
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attitude that fosters constant learning and 
adaptation. This was especially evident 
in communities where innovation and 
opportunities for creating new types of jobs 
demonstrated positive transformation for 
their citizens over the past few decades. 
For example, cities with research-intensive 
post-secondary institutions have attracted 
many foreign students who continue to 
contribute to the economy and the cultural 
transformation of their community long 
after they graduate. This is clearly evident 
in cities such as Waterloo, Toronto, 
Montreal, and Calgary, to name just a 
few. This is even the case in smaller rural 
communities such as in Stratford, ON, 
Abbotsford, BC, and Olds, AB. Mixing 
intelligent infrastructure with intelligent 
people, new and innovative ecosystems 
were fostered, creating clusters focused 
on artificial intelligence, the Internet of 
Things, autonomous vehicles, robotics, 
blockchain, and other digital applications. 
These strategies sought to ensure 
prosperity and new job opportunities in 

Ethical Smart Cities
Achieving a holistic approach in community development is what is most important, 
no-matter what nomenclature villages, towns, cities, and regions prefer to use – such 
as smart, wise, open, or intelligent. As an example, over the past year, post-graduate 
School of Design students at the Institute without Boundaries at George Brown College 
in Toronto, inspired by the Sidewalk Labs controversy, compiled a research-driven 
approach to creating “ethical smart cities.” The ethical smart city framework, launched 
in May 2020, essentially encourages public participation in identifying and leveraging 
community values and only then securing the smart technology to address unique city 
challenges. There are four key principles that this research uncovered: 
• Municipalities should view their approach through a diverse and community 

engagement lens. 
• The efficiency and effectiveness of the solution can only be measured against the 

community’s goals.
• The systemic impact of the solutions should ensure economic, environmental, and 

social sustainability for everyone in the community.
• Technology is only used as a last step as an enabler and procured based on the 

needs of the community and its values. 
The results include a relatively simple framework and set of tools and municipal 
precedents that any size community could deploy to develop strategies using a 
people-first lens. Through every step of their framework, the tools ensure that 
community stakeholders are engaged, leading to ethical, sustainable, inclusive, and 
intelligent solutions for their communities. 

For more information on this project see https://ethicalsmartcity.com.

Smart cities are piloting innovative low carbon solutions such as George Brown College’s tall wooden campus structure on Toronto’s Waterfront.  
Source: Moriyama & Teshima Architect and Acton Ostry Architects.
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$75 million award program. It was open 
to all municipalities, local or regional 
governments, and Indigenous communities, 
empowering them to adopt a more holistic 
smart cities approach to improve the lives 
of their residents through innovation, data, 
and connected technology. Themes related 
to economic opportunity; empowerment and 
inclusion; environmental quality; healthy 
living and recreation; mobility; and safety 
and security. The Smart City Challenge 
launched conversations in over 200 
communities across Canada, yielding 139 
applications, of which there were 20 finalists 
in big, small and Indigenous communities. 
The four winners are using the prize money 
in different ways:

these communities. For example, through 
the close collaboration of post-secondary 
institutions in the Waterloo Region (most 
notably the University of Waterloo), 
combined with regional support by area 
governments, private sector companies 
and entities such as Communitech, the 
Accelerator, and Velocity, thousands of 
new jobs and dozens of new businesses 
in the region over the years were created. 
This collaboration has not only spurred 
economic development, it has also 
nurtured local leadership and helped create 
a global brand for the region of Waterloo. 

Intelligent community strategies also 
typically foster greater sustainability and 
resiliency, as well as opportunities to raise 
greater awareness and inclusiveness in  

community decision-making. As a result of 
these transformations within the past decade, 
various non-profit organizations in Canada 
have emerged, extolling the virtues of open, 
transparent, sustainable, diverse, account-
able, collaborative, engaging, and ethical 
approaches to developing strategic plans, 
procurement policies, and city-wide opera-
tions. While the Sidewalk Labs experience 
in Toronto brought many of these issues to a 
head, non-profit organizations such as Open 
North were already working with commu-
nities for many years to help them become 
more open and transparent in their strate-
gies, procurement practices, and operations. 

In 2019, Infrastructure Canada’s pan-
Canadian Smart City Challenge fostered a 
renewed look at the smart cities approach, 

Interior of George Brown College. Source: Moriyama & Teshima Architect and Acton Ostry Architects.
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aiming to create efficient and dynamic 
neighbourhoods by innovating mobility 
and access to food through a co-creation 
and citizen participation process.

• The City of Guelph and Wellington County 
will use their $10 million prize money to 
become Canada’s first technology-enabled 
Circular Food Economy, reimagining an 
inclusive food-secure ecosystem.

• Nunavut’s $10 million win focuses on a 
collaborative effort to implement protective 
and preventive measures to reduce the 
risk of suicide in Nunavut through a 
decentralized and community-based 
digital health and wellness platform.

• Bridgewater’s $5 million award will 
focus on eliminating energy poverty 
through installing energy monitoring and 
communications equipment in over 1000 
low-income homes, developing a self-
funding energy retrofit financing program, 
improving its transportation systems, and 
increasing local cleantech sector training 
and literacy.

As a follow-up to this program, the 
Community Solutions Network, a program of 
the non-profit Future Cities Canada, has been 
developed with an aim to support a culture 
of change and innovation in communities 
across the country. It is especially focused on 
improving the lives of its residents using data 
and connected technology as they navigate 
the smart cities landscape in areas related 
to security, data, procurement, governance, 
and public engagement. More recently as a 
result of the COVID19 pandemic, many non-
profit organizations such as Future Cities, the 
Canadian Urban Institute, and the Canadian 
affiliate of ICF, Intelligent Community Forum 
Canada, hosted webinars, podcasts, and 
virtual conferences with planners, urbanists, 
and designers to explore best practices and 
new ideas on opportunities to improve the 
public realm. The pandemic also encouraged 
planners and decision-makers to consider 
new policy directions that reflect a more 
holistic approach to city building. These 
included new ideas about supporting hyper-
local main streets and new approaches to 
public engagement, mobility, urban design, 
and built form. 

Collaboration among planners and their 
colleagues in economic development, 
engineering, and other departments, as well 
as among community members, is essential 
if we are to see results from these efforts 

to reimagine our communities. For cities 
to evolve more intelligently, data-driven 
technologies must be adopted together with 
collaborative and open methods that will 
benefit all. Perhaps this could be the path 
for communities to leverage their smart 
solutions to become more intelligent?

John G. Jung RPP is an Urban Planner, 
Urban Designer, Economic Developer and 
Chairman and Co-Founder, Intelligent 
Community Forum (NYC) and ICF Canada 
(Toronto). His work extends to hundreds 
of cities globally. In Canada he headed up 
the Greater Toronto Marketing Alliance, 
Calgary Economic Development Authority 
and Canada’s Technology Triangle. 
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Canadian communities on the 

ICF lists of Top 7 Intelligent 

Communities of the Year
Based on ICF's selection criteria, the communities exemplify best practices in 
broadband deployment and use, workforce development, innovation, digital inclusion 
and advocacy, offering lessons to other communities around the world.

Abbotsford, British Columbia (2019)
Calgary, Alberta (2002)*
Edmonton, Alberta (2017)
Fredericton, New Brunswick (2008, 2009)
Grey County, Ontario (2017)
Hamilton, Ontario (2018, 2020)
Kingston, Ontario (2014)
Markham, Ontario (2020)  
Moncton, New Brunswick (2009)
Montreal, Quebec (2016)*
Ottawa-Gatineau, Ontario-Quebec (2007, 2010)
Quebec City, Quebec (2012)
Saint John, New Brunswick (2012)
Sarnia-Lambton County, Ontario (2019) 
Stratford, Ontario (2011, 2012, 2013)
Surrey, British Columbia (2015, 2016)
Toronto, Ontario (2005, 2013, 2014)*
Waterloo, Ontario (2006, 2007)*
Western Valley, Nova Scotia (2004)
Windsor-Essex, Ontario (2011)
Winnipeg, Manitoba (2014, 2016, 2018)

*Intelligent Community of the Year –  
top honour
Source: https://www.intelligentcommunity.org/top7
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P
icture in your mind a ‘smart 
city.’ How does it compare to the 
bustling urban market you may 
have visited on your travels or the 
lively community park down the 

street from your home? Your vision of a ‘smart 
city’ might end up looking like something 
out of a science-fiction novel, with a dash of 
corporate tech campus thrown in for modern-
day realism. In general, these cities leverage 
the data we generate using predictive software 
to virtually connect communities and address 
a range of urban issues with greater efficiency. 
By using technology, cities can quickly 
respond to problems and residents can gain 
access to new and personalized services. 

However, technologies that appear 
universal by virtue of their internet-
connectedness often tend to overlook the 
importance of community resilience, which 
amongst many definitions can be understood 
broadly as a community’s ability to sustain 
itself in long-term health. Many smart 
city technologies tell us how to quickly 
move about and where to shop, but do not 
inherently address the essence of resilience 
that thrives when people connect with one 
another — a topic which is becoming central 
to our understanding of successful cities. 

THE CASE FOR INCLUSIVITY AND RESILIENCE 
Although there is no formal definition of 
a ‘smart city,’ the common theme among 
most definitions is that technological 
advancements embedded in the physical 

By Ashita Parekh and Stuart Hamre 

SUMMARY 
Governments and city builders around the 
world have been investing in a number of 
‘smart city’ strategies in recent years, often 
with strong encouragement from private 
sector players. But does being a ‘smart city’ 
guarantee positive community well-being? 
Futuristic scenarios of autonomous vehicles 
roaming the streets, robots in homes and 
workplaces, and drones circling overhead 
have citizens questioning the move towards 
more technology in their daily lives. Knowing 
that healthy and responsive communities 
are often built thanks to the hard work of 
many hands, this article explores a range of 
technologies and online tools that support 
inclusivity and greater collaboration amongst 
community members. In order to make cities 
truly ‘smart,’ city builders must be selective 
in their choice of technologies and method of 
integration, aligning their smart city visions 
with the need to achieve resilience through 
true human connectedness. 

SOMMAIRE
Les gouvernements et les constructeurs 
de villes du monde entier ont investi dans 
un certain nombre de stratégies de villes 
intelligentes ces dernières années, souvent 
avec de forts encouragements de la part des 
acteurs du secteur privé. Mais est-que le 
concept de ville intelligente assure vraiment 
le bien-être de la communauté ? Les 
scénarios futuristes de véhicules autonomes 
circulant dans les rues, de robots dans les 
maisons et sur les lieux de travail, ainsi que 
de drones aériens amènent les citoyens à 
s’interroger sur l’évolution vers un rôle accru 
de la technologie dans leur vie quotidienne. 
Sachant que des communautés saines et 
réactives se construisent souvent grâce au 
travail acharné de nombreuses personnes, 
cet article explore une série de technologies 
et d’outils en ligne qui favorisent l’inclusion 
et une plus grande collaboration entre les 
membres de la communauté. Pour que 
les villes soient vraiment intelligentes, les 
constructeurs doivent être sélectifs dans 
leur choix de technologies et de méthodes 
d’intégration, en alignant leur vision de 
la ville intelligente sur la nécessité de 
parvenir à la résilience grâce à une véritable 
connectivité humaine. 

Enhancing social resilience with 
the right smart technologies 
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infrastructure of the smart city, combined 
with greater internet connectivity, will allow 
us to do things with greater efficiency. The 
tendency to assume that technological 
advancements automatically transform a 
city from ‘standard’ to ‘smart’ is misleading 
and may limit the development of more 
universally constructive city-building policies. 

In reality, community resilience is one 
of the main drivers of a city’s long-term 
success. Enabling resilience with the help 
of technologies can help governments 
meet goals for greater efficiency, while 
building community. 

Community resilience is important 
for the proper functioning of cities for 
many reasons, but primarily for matters 

of health and well-being. The Institute 
for Sustainable Communities highlights 
research from the University of Minnesota, 
which shows that good social networks and 
connections improve a person’s ability to do 
well when recovering from a major event 
like a natural disaster.1

Cities that support strong social ties, 
therefore, are ones that can adapt to 
problems more effectively thanks to the 
strength of community, just as smart city 
technologies promise us greater efficiency. 
When planners and policymakers leverage 
technologies that increase the ability for 
people to engage with one another, access 
services and build community, overall 
community well-being is strengthened. 

SOME EXAMPLES  
OF THE ‘SMART’ WAY FORWARD

Food
In addition to needing food to survive, 
humans have always enjoyed congregating 
and connecting around meals. Food is one 
of the vital sectors where the smart use of 
technology could have a positive impact on 
achieving food equity. Addressing the issue 
of food equity is especially timely given 
that the rise in urbanization and a shift in 
lifestyle trends has heavily industrialized 
the food industry, alienating the social 
activity of communal agriculture. Global 
food demand is expected to increase 
anywhere from 59-98% by 2050,2 making 

Community resilience is important for the proper 

functioning of cities for many reasons, but 

primarily for matters of health and well-being.

Community garden on Davie Street in Vancouver, BC.
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urban agriculture into their smart city 
planning efforts. 

Growing food in urban areas through 
smart advancements in hydroponic systems, 
supported by smart crop monitoring 
software and lights that adapt to hourly light 
conditions could take cities one step closer 
to achieving food security and sovereignty. 
Firms like Alesca Life Technologies have 
developed all-in-one turnkey modular 
and movable freight container farming 
systems to grow high quality food close to 
home.3 Idle lots awaiting redevelopment 
in Canadian cities are one potential area 
to deploy such technologies, providing an 
opportunity to extend practices such as 
temporary community gardens common in 
cities like Vancouver. Planners can create 
environments that foster this community-
building activity by advocating for simple 
and even temporary investments in spaces 
like community gardens, supported by new 
technologies that enhance the speed and 
quality of urban agricultural output.

Mobility
Bringing people together also requires 
movement, as friends and families become 
increasingly spread across cities, in Canada 
and around the world. In urban areas, 
transportation networks are not as responsive 
as they could be to changes in mobility 
patterns. Those with cars can avoid transit 
scheduling limitations to some degree, but 
those without may face challenges accessing 
the city if transit networks are not responsive 
to their travel needs. 

Ensuring that transportation networks 
meet residents’ travel needs is key to 
achieving more social resilience by 
allowing people to access their friends, 
family, and workplace easily. In cities 
like Toronto where lower-income 
neighbourhoods are less likely to be served 
by higher capacity transit modes such as 
the subway,4 emerging Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS) technologies offer the opportunity 
to respond to peak travel demand periods 
and connect communities ill-served by 
rapid transit. The principle of MaaS is to 
make non-private forms of transportation 
more widely available to any user, be 
it public transit, bike share (standard 
and electric), car share, or other. MaaS 
solutions are technology-driven: by using 
applications that allow users to evaluate 

and choose between multiple mobility 
services for each trip, people can pick a 
mode that suits them best based on overall 
cost, travel time, and comfort.

MaaS solutions tend to involve minimal 
investment in physical infrastructure relative to 
traditional transportation projects, so they are 
relatively easy to deploy and can be responsive 
to demand. While there are no MaaS systems 
currently operating in Canada, Montreal is the 
frontrunner in this respect. With its $50 million 
award from the Smart Cities Challenge – a 
competitive program sponsored by the federal 
government – Montreal plans to introduce 
an integrated mobility service that combines 
public transit, shared vehicles, shared bicycles, 
and other pre-existing services with trip 
planning and payment functions through a 
single on-line platform.

Participatory Planning
With many governments quickly integrating 
technology into the fabric of their city 
operations, the quality of life of urban 
residents often depends on how well they 
are able to access and navigate these 
technologies. To keep people engaged, 
cities must ensure they have policies and 
programs in place that provide the greatest 
access to information and opportunities 
for participation to all residents. This could 
include improving access to technology 
for those without it, providing free digital 
resources, translation services, and 
technological literacy training. Examples are 

growing of governments partnering with 
internet service providers to provide 
citizens with access to free Internet in 
certain areas (such as city parks) or in 
low-income housing developments. The 
Government of Canada’s Connecting 
Families initiative has partnered with 
numerous internet service providers to 
offer high-speed internet at subsidized 
rates to low-income households.5

With respect to planning services and 
public engagement, various municipalities 
have also incorporated technology to make 
permit applications and public consultations 
more accessible and inclusive. The City 
of Calgary has a ‘My Home’ online portal 
that allows homeowners to apply and 
pay for permits, schedule inspections 
and maintenance, and conduct property 
assessments remotely.6 Many municipalities 
are also making information such as zoning 
and development application data publicly 
available through online portals.

Online services are not only 
convenient, but also important for 
keeping a city functioning when people 
can’t easily attend city hall or in-person 
opportunities to participate in community 
or planning initiatives. In response 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, which 
has restricted in-person community 
consultation such as town hall sessions, 
governments from coast to coast 
have moved these meetings online. 
E-consultations and virtual meetings 
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to residents. The positive by-product of 
moving to online engagement is that more 
people have been given the opportunity to 
participate in the civic process, including 
those without the means or time to travel 
to an in-person consultation. Others may 
be more comfortable posing questions or 
raising opinions via online forums than 
they would in person, which is important 
in ensuring all voices are heard during 
community consultation. As restrictions 
on in-person meetings are eased in the 
coming months and beyond, maintaining 
the ability for citizens to participate digitally 
in planning and other civic processes 
is essential for allowing more people to 
contribute to community-building efforts.

TOWARDS A RESILIENT SMART FUTURE 
Initiatives around food, mobility, and 
participatory planning are all components 
of broader smart city planning efforts. They 
also involve technologies that connect and 
engage people. Employed and managed as 
part of a city’s digital ecosystem, initiatives 
like these can support grassroots efforts 
that result in more inclusive communities. 
In a time when cities are changing more 
rapidly, and public officials find themselves 
responding to a multiplying number 
of challenges, technology can support 
continuity and efficiency of city services. 
In the end, the core task for planners 
and policymakers is to identify which 
flexible, rapidly-deployable, and digitally-
enabled smart infrastructure technologies 
can best enhance social resiliency in 
their communities.

Ashita Parekh is an urban designer with 
professional experience as a research 
assistant at Ryerson University and as 
an urban design assistant at Urban 
Strategies Inc. She is a graduate of 
the Bartlett School of Architecture, 
UCL in London, England. She is also a 
freelance writer. 

Stuart Hamre is a planning consultant in 
Toronto, where his work focuses on the 
interface between transportation networks 
and the built environment to create 
cities that prioritize people and efficient 
urban logistics. He holds a Master’s of 
Community and Regional Planning from 
the University of British Columbia.
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A
s planners across Canada 
continue to tackle issues 
related to the increased use of 
technologies and innovations 
in our communities, it is 

critical to be mindful of our roles as both 
agents of change and stewards of the public 
interest. Through the explicit expression of 
these roles, planners can help ensure that 
technological changes are shaped to achieve 
public objectives and that the very pursuit of 
innovations is grounded in an understanding 
of the needs of communities and done in 
dialogue with those communities. After 
all, the contribution of planners to the 
advancement of intelligent communities is 
not to advocate for technological solutions to 
urban problems but to ensure that proposed 
solutions are thoughtfully considered, 
publicly discussed and, where appropriate, 
implemented in a way to address issues 
of public concern, such as the need for 
openness and equity.

The exceptional challenges faced by 
communities in 2020 require planners 
to double down on the need to become 
proactive in discussions regarding 
intelligent communities. The current 
global pandemic has increased the 
demand and need for intelligent systems 
and infrastructure – whether that be new 
technologies to help deliver municipal 
services remotely or innovative uses of 
traditional technologies (e.g., bike lanes 
and shared outdoor spaces) to provide 

Lessons from planning Quayside:
Planners’ role in guiding intelligent communities
By Pino Di Mascio

SUMMARY 
Just as technological innovations are 
regularly trumpeted for resolving traditional 
issues, planners can expect the same will 
apply as we work together to build resilient 
and equitable intelligent communities. 
Lessons learned from planning Quayside 
provide insights in this regard. Specifically, 
two questions are key to framing planning 
practice related to intelligent communities. 
First, as planners, are we able to assess, 
understand, guide and harness technological 
advances to solve relevant urban challenges? 
And second, do planners understand the 
underlying workings of new technologies 
enough to ensure that as cities become 
“smarter” they do so in a way that is open 
and equitable?

SOMMAIRE
Tout comme les innovations technologiques 
sont régulièrement vantées pour 
résoudre les problèmes traditionnels, les 
planificateurs peuvent s’attendre à ce qu’il 
en soit de même lorsque nous travaillons 
ensemble à la construction de communautés 
intelligentes résilientes et équitables. Les 
enseignements tirés de la planification de 
Quayside fournissent des indications à cet 
égard. Plus précisément, deux questions 
sont essentielles pour encadrer les pratiques 
de planification liées aux communautés 
intelligentes. Premièrement, en tant que 
planificateurs, sommes-nous capables 
d’évaluer, de comprendre, de guider et 
d’exploiter les progrès technologiques pour 
résoudre les problèmes urbains pertinents 
? Et, deuxièmement, les planificateurs 
comprennent-ils suffisamment les rouages 
sous-jacents des nouvelles technologies 
pour s’assurer qu’à mesure que les villes 
deviennent intelligentes, le processus se 
déroule d’une manière ouverte et équitable ?
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also highlighted inequities in society that 
can no longer be hidden or ignored – with 
the anitracist protests stemming from 
the murder of George Floyd making clear 
that such inequities can only be resolved 
by dismantling systemic racism and other 
injustices. These events have created an 

important lens through which to reflect on 
intelligent communities – a lens that requires 
us to ensure that intelligent communities 
are serving a common good and that they 
not only reduce inequities but are specifically 
pursued to reduce barriers for marginalized 
groups to shape, construct, and fully and 
equally participate in such communities. 

Having worked on the Quayside 
development proposal as Sidewalk Labs’ 
Director of Planning, I have learned a 
number of lessons applicable to planning 
and intelligent communities that provide 
insight into a proactive role that planners 
can play. This is a role I believe is necessary 
if we as a profession are to help solve issues 

Aerial view of proposed Quayside development in city context. Source: Sidewalk Labs and Beyer Blinder Belle Architects & Planners, May 2020.
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social inequity, while still facing the daunting 
challenges posed by climate change and 
our ongoing attempts to ensure sustainable 
mobility solutions.

Quayside was a globally significant 
planning process that garnered attention 
beyond traditional planning and urbanist 

realms. The attempt to bring urbanists and 
technologists together to solve specific 
objectives articulated by Waterfront 
Toronto was unique. This high profile 
process also came with some controversy, 
as the issues of how to manage change 
in cities, how to deal with critical urban 
issues, and how to effectively understand 

and make sense of the technological and 
digital revolution we are experiencing 
all merged together. While economic 
conditions related to the current pandemic 
did not allow the project to proceed, 
the planning process highlighted two 
key questions that help frame planning 
practice related to intelligent communities:
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understand, guide and harness 
technological advances to solve relevant 
urban challenges?

2. Do planners understand the underlying 
workings of new technologies enough to 
ensure that as cities become “smarter” they 
do so in a way that is open and equitable?

TECHNOLOGY AS A MEANS  
TO ADDRESS URBAN CHALLENGES
Typically, discourses and processes regarding 
“intelligent communities” or “smart cities” 
are initiated by a broad cast of actors we 
may describe as “technologists.” This cohort 
includes engineers designing solutions, private 
companies selling innovations and venture 
capitalists seeking to finance and invest in a 
scalable idea. Too often, technologists propose 
smart-city innovations that may – or may not – 
properly address the actual challenges facing a 

community. As noted by Nathan Heller, writing 
about the automobile in a July 2019 issue of 
the New Yorker: 

 It is natural to think of innovation as a 
march of technical advances, each one 
finally paying the balance on a dream 
sold long before: the wheel, the cart, the 
carriage, the car ... A smarter futurism 
would focus less on pushing through 
advances and more on being sure we will 
use them wisely when they come.

At Quayside, the approach was not to begin 
with technological innovations. Instead, the 
idea was to build a planning process around 
the notion of guiding technologists and 
innovations to solve clearly-defined public 
objectives. Instead of just articulating general 
objectives the planning process itself merged 
with the more typical technological design 

process to identify specific innovations that 
were to be deployed in the development. 
Extensive public consultation was undertaken 
at first by Sidewalk Labs directly and then by 
Waterfront Toronto to both help establish public 
objectives and to evaluate proposed solutions. 
The result was a clear set of innovative ideas 
each tied to specific public policy objectives 
articulated by Waterfront Toronto and identified 
through a comprehensive public engagement 
process. For instance, mass timber and 
modular building construction were identified 
as means to specifically reduce carbon 
emissions associated with concrete and steel 
production. An advanced energy system was 
designed to reduce energy consumption and 
create a fossil fuel-free district. A “smart” 
pneumatic-waste collection system was 
proposed to allow for a pay-as-you-throw 
approach to high-density buildings. An overall 
housing program was developed to enable 

Proposed pedestrian walkway in Quayside. Source: Sidewalk Labs and Beyer Blinder Belle Architects & Planners, May 2020.
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income households and the missing middle 
typically excluded in residential development 
on Toronto’s waterfront. 

The various innovations at Quayside did 
not stand out as Jetson-esque technical 
solutions and were never meant to do 
so. Rather, the goal was to create a 
comprehensive “innovation agenda” to guide 
investments in specific technologies for the 
purpose of meeting stated public objectives. 
It is this role in shaping innovation agendas 
that planners can learn from in their 
own practices. Indeed, planners need to 
shift from merely reacting to innovations 
proposed by technologists, to directly 
engaging with them from the outset. This 
shift from a static and reactionary position 
to a dynamic, proactive engagement with 
technologists will help infuse public policy 
objectives along the entire innovation chain. 

Another lesson that planners can garner 
from the Quayside process is to be careful 
that innovations remain focused and that 
intelligent communities continue in ways that 
are both innovative and traditional. Our cities 
and communities are complex systems that 
have evolved over centuries. While change can 
and should be embraced, it is also important 
to highlight where proposed solutions are 
found in simple and established practices. 
Much of the Quayside plan was built on the 
continuation of many good planning and city-
building principles: green streets, pedestrian 
plazas, active ground floor uses, and a simple 
commitment to affordability and inclusivity. 
Demonstrating what is working well and needs 
to be continued or expanded is as important 
to the success of intelligent communities 
as is emphasizing change. Innovations 
should not be framed to radically change our 
communities but to radically improve them.

ENSURING THAT  
TECHNOLOGIES ARE UNDERSTOOD, 
SMART, OPEN AND EQUITABLE
If planners are going to play a proactive role 
in guiding the technologies applied within 
intelligent communities, they will need 
to become more literate in technological 
innovation and in growing public policy 
regulations around data collection and privacy 
concerns. The digital revolution has changed 
how information can be gathered and analyzed. 
This shift has huge potential to improve the 
building and infrastructure systems we develop 
and the operations of those systems. But, as 
was evident in Quayside, the application of 
these technologies in our built environment 
raises important public policy issues that 
need to be addressed. Given the focus of 
planners on the public interest, it is vital that 
our attention encompasses an understanding 
of the capabilities of digital infrastructure, the 
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appropriate application of such infrastructure, 
and evolving government requirements around 
privacy and responsible data use.

Drawing on the Quayside experience, three 
key principles around digital technologies 
and data collection inform the perspective 
planners ought to take in recognition of our 
role as stewards of the public interest. 
• First, privacy as a fundamental human 

right needs to be established as a 
core planning principle. An intelligent 
community is not one that uses the 
most advanced or efficient means of 
data collection and analysis but one 
that plans and designs buildings and 
infrastructure with the least obtrusive 
technologies and respects the rights and 
freedoms of individuals and groups to go 
about daily living. 

• Second, the data generated within 
communities need to be understood as 
a public good. Such data are increasingly 
important and valuable in the efficient 
and cost-effective operation of our 
collective systems. 

• The third perspective that planners ought 
to take is that clear rules need to be 
established for the responsible collection 
and use of data within communities. 
Who owns data that is collected through 
intelligent systems? Who has access to 
this data? Where is data stored and how is 
it protected? These are all questions that 
arose through the Quayside process and 
created considerable debate as well as 
many insightful approaches that aimed to 
ensure public control over the means of 
data collection, the protection of privacy and 

the ownership of data. One of the hopeful 
benefits of this difficult debate is that it has 
highlighted an area in which ongoing public 
policy development is clearly needed. 

So what role is the planner to play in 
articulating these perspectives? The issues are 
complex, cross-jurisdictional and embedded 
in fundamental legal and regulatory concerns 
that go far beyond traditional planning 
concerns. But planners are very effective 
at facilitating public discourses regarding 
changes in the built the environment and 
guiding decision-making in this regard. As 
such an important role for planners should 
be in helping establish the transparency of 
the digital systems and methods of data 
collection that are increasingly being 
implemented in communities. There are 
myriad opportunities to do this but the most 
obvious is in the development review process 

itself, with simple solutions such as requiring 
that intelligent systems be articulated in 
plans and that processes be established for 
appropriate public review and assessment of 
such systems. 

Planning processes have codified the 
regulation of buildings, infrastructure and 
natural systems through a series of detailed 
submission requirements on matters such 
as architecture, landscape design, parking 
layouts, stormwater management and so 
on. As the environmental performance of 
buildings and new developments has become 
critical, planning processes have evolved to 
ensure that appropriate information regarding 
such performance is provided, assessed, and 
made publicly available. Similarly, through the 
planning and development review processes, 
various participants can work together to 
define the appropriate documentation and 

Waterfront Toronto is an administrative agency created by the federal, provincial and munici-
pal governments to steward the future revitalization of 800 hectares of brownfield land along 
Toronto’s waterfront. Adhering to a mandate to reconnect people with the waterfront and 
to achieve design excellence, sustainable economic development and fiscal responsibility, 
Waterfront Toronto engaged urban innovation company Sidewalks Labs, owned by Alphabet 
(also the owner of Google), to prepare a master plan to guide redevelopment of the lands.

Quayside is a 4.8 hectare portion of those lands, located at Queens Quay Boulevard 
and Parliament Street. In June 2019, Sidewalk Labs released its plan, calling it “a global 
model for inclusive growth” and “a proving ground for innovation.” The redevelopment 
proposed an extensive array of innovations including the use of cutting-edge digital 
technology to address urban challenges. 

After nearly a year of review and spirited public discussion, the company announced a 
withdrawal of the proposal, citing the unprecedented economic uncertainty that had set 
in around the world and in the Toronto real estate market.

Proposed Parliament Slip and Square in Quayside. Source: Sidewalk Labs and Beyer Blinder Belle Architects & Planners, May 2020.
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review process for intelligent systems. Such 
collaboration will greatly assist in developing 
a better understanding of how intelligent 
communities work, what kinds of data they 
rely upon, how such information is collected 
and, most importantly, any rules that need to 
be established.

CONCLUSION 
Planners must move beyond a reactionary 
approach to technological changes in 
the built environment and within our 

communities. A clear role for planners 
is to work cooperatively with varied 
stakeholders in defining community 
needs and shaping innovations that 
specifically achieve community objectives. 
To do so, planners must also commit to 
become more technologically literate 
and thus able to help the general public, 
governments, institutions, non-profits, 
and private companies to assess the 
kinds of intelligent communities we want 
to build.

Pino Di Mascio RPP, MCIP is Director of Planning at Sidewalk Labs and former Partner at Urban Strategies. Pino has over 25 years of 
experience working throughout Canada and globally. He has worked with numerous municipalities, developers, institutions, and public-sector 
land owners and agencies to leverage and manage significant land assets to achieve public policy objectives. ¢

FOR FURTHER READING
• More information about Waterfront 

Toronto and the Quayside proposal see 
https://waterfrontoronto.ca/nbe/portal/
waterfront/Home/waterfronthome/
aboutus/who-we-are

• and https://www.toronto.ca/citygovernment/
planning-development/waterfront/
initiatives/current-projects/quayside/
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W
ith its Quayside project in 
Toronto, Google’s sister 
company Sidewalk Labs' 
bold debut into the realm 
of urban development 

is a move with potentially enormous 
consequences for urban planning as we 
know it. It represents the entry of a big 
data company into the physical realm with 
a stated intention to gather data in the real 
world. Ready or not, urban planning was 
pushed into a digital world where buildings 
and infrastructure would have inbuilt data-
collecting devices to gather all sorts of data 
about citizens’ behaviours. The Quayside 
proposal has now been abandoned, but the 
rich published material and lively public 
debate it garnered in Toronto are revealing. 
The urban planning visions of technology 
companies are evident but, perhaps, more 
importantly, the implications for the planning 
profession are now clearly in view. 

This project, if it were to proceed, would 
fundamentally rework the way we commonly 
and practically understand a city, and how 
we plan it. In a Sidewalk Labs development, 
the primary function of the built environment, 
it would seem, is to serve as a data mine. 
As the company’s CEO Dan Doctoroff said, 
Sidewalk Labs wants to “replicat[e] the digital 
experience in physical space.”1 Up until now, 
the wealth of the technology sector was built 
on a digital empire, but now it aims for the 
duplication of that empire in the material 
world of cities everywhere. The Quayside 

Sidewalk Labs’ plans for 
Toronto shake the foundations 
of planning as we know it
By Guy Baeten

SUMMARY
Sidewalk Labs’ plans for Toronto would have 
fundamentally altered the nature of today’s 
urban planning practices. The plans may 
now have been abandoned, but Sidewalk 
Labs’ well-documented visions for the future 
city and how to build it allows the planning 
community to better understand how the 
algorithmic city would be planned and what 
that means for planning as we know it.

SOMMAIRE
Les plans de Sidewalk Labs pour Toronto 
auraient fondamentalement modifié la 
nature des pratiques actuelles en matière 
d’urbanisme. Les plans ont peut-être 
été abandonnés, mais les visions bien 
documentées de Sidewalk Labs pour la ville 
future et la façon de la construire permettent 
à la communauté des urbanistes de mieux 
comprendre comment la ville algorithmique 
serait planifiée et ce que cela signifie pour la 
planification telle que nous la connaissons.
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development in Toronto was to serve as 
a prototype for urban development that 
would be “exportable all over the world.”2 
Whatever citizens do and wherever they are 
in these types of built environments, they 
will be generating data that can be used, in 
multiple ways, by a private company. Just 
like the population’s activity on digital search 
engines is tracked, analyzed, and then used 
to influence behaviour, so, too, could the 
data be used to shape the city in which we 
live. Arguably, this is not a city, as we know 
it, but rather a physical replica of Google’s 

digital search engine. It will be a real-life, 
real-time, real-space search engine, not fed 
by our keyboard behavior but by the physical 
behavior of the citizenry.

The collected big data in these types of 
developments will be used to influence our 
behavior but also as input for urban design. 
Algorithmic outcomes will continuously 
define and redefine optimal uses of the 
built environment, from park benches that 
measure their own user frequency to the 
occupancy of modular buildings that can be 
continuously altered. In this algorithmic world, 

the question is what the role of planning as we 
know it, based on public policy and regulation, 
actually is – or if it would have any role to play 
at all. Can or should regulatory frameworks 
interfere with supposedly superior digital 
platforms if mathematics were able to 
determine the optimal built environment in 
ways humans cannot? 

What was galling for many during the public 
discussions about Quayside, was Sidewalk 
Labs’ apparent distaste for traditional 
planning. The 2017 project vision states:
 ... in the past, prescriptive measures  

What was galling for many during the public 

discussions about Quayside, was Sidewalk Labs’ 

apparent distaste for traditional planning. 
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were necessary to protect human health, 
ensure safe buildings, and manage 
negative externalities. Today, cities can 
achieve those same goals without the 
inefficiency that comes with inflexible 
zoning and static building codes.3 

Instead of zoning and building codes based on 
rational public policy, the company sought to 
create “a cycle of ongoing improvement driven 
by the feedback of residents and the energy 
of entrepreneurs, rather than prescribed by 
planners and designers.”4 However, in this 
approach, “feedback” is not a deliberate 
contribution from citizens but, rather, it 
takes the form of external monitoring and 
interpretation of their behaviours.

Through projects like Quayside, cities will 
change not through discussions, political 
compromises, plans, and demonstrations 
– democracy – but through algorithmic 
outcomes – technology. The very way we know 
the city, our epistemological relationship 
with the urban environment, will have been 
fundamentally altered. We will no longer 
know the city ourselves, first hand. We will 
know it after the processing of big data 
generated by the city itself. The results give us 
insights in the workings and beings of the city 
in ways the human brain can never deliver. 
The city, then, will be an algorithmic oeuvre.

There is nothing inhuman or superhuman 
about the algorithmic city. Big data science, 
in this case mobilized to build a city, is just 

as much an outcome of human ingenuity as 
engineering accomplishments, architectural 
aesthetics, or planning restrictions. The 
question is not whether the city built on big 
data is good or bad, utopian or dystopian, 
but whether this is the city we want. The 
question is ultimately one that has haunted 
urban researchers ever since Henri Lefebvre 
formulated it: who has the right to the 
city? Who owns, shapes, and interrupts its 
rhythms and flows, its architectural beauty 
and everyday uses, its pasts and futures? 
Planning has always been the result of 
a complex and ever-changing interplay 
between public and private interests. But 
when optimal planning equals the outcome 
of technology, out of the public eye and 
controlled by corporate interests, this 
interplay may be disturbed at the expense 
of public interest. The planning profession 
is at a point where it must help decide what 
influence big technology should have in 
urban development. 

The case of Quayside is pivotal to answer 
this question. It is the first time a big 
technology giant has shown a concrete 
interest in urban development. Make no 
mistake; the stakes are real and significant. 
In the case of Quayside, the company had 
no small ambitions as evidenced by its 
proposal and its own words: “Sidewalk’s 
mission is not to create a city of the future at 
all. It is to create the future of cities.”5 This 

project and all of its supporting documents, 
videos, maps, and much more, reveal how 
technology companies view the urban 
environment, and how they believe they 
can determine its best morphology. Even 
though the attempt to implement Sidewalk 
Labs’ plans in Toronto has been aborted, it 
is of crucial importance that the planning 
profession carefully considers its explicit 
and implicit claims and aims related to 
urban planning and everyday life in the city. 
Only then can we begin to decide ourselves 
whether we want a technological construct 
to decide the future of cities – in Toronto or 
anywhere else in the world.

Guy Baeten is the Director of the 
Institute for Urban Research at Malmö 
University, Sweden. 

ENDNOTES
1 Eliot Brown, “Alphabet’s Next Big Thing: 

Building a ‘Smart’ City,” Wall Street 
Journal, April 27, 2016.

2 Sidewalk Labs employee in discussion 
with the author, June 2018.

3 Sidewalk Labs, Vision, 2017, p.27.
4 Sidewalk Labs, Proposal Quayside, 

Appendix, 2017, p.12.
5 Sidewalk Labs, Proposal Quayside, 

Appendix, 2017, p.12. ¢

The planning profession is at a point where it 

must help decide what influence big technology 

should have in urban development.
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N
ew innovations are exciting 
and the resulting possibilities 
can seem endless. The 
technological advances of the 
smart cities movement open 

up great potential for new and innovative 
approaches in all areas of our communities. 
Many people and municipalities could 
benefit. The outcome of smart cities 
initiatives includes such things as social 
and economic prosperity, economic 
competitiveness, effective management of 
the natural environment, sustainability, and 
increased citizen participation. The terms 
equity and efficiency are frequently used 
when describing the goals of smart city 
outcomes. But there are challenges.

Much of the smart cities work appears 
to overlook geographical areas beyond the 
boundaries of cities. But can a city truly be 
smart and sustainable without recognizing 
and embracing the rural region around it?

The growing urbanization of our world is 
touted as a significant reason to support and 
embrace these technological advances. It 
is true that more and more people are 
choosing to live in cities and other urban 
centres, but these cities are, and will 
continue to be, inextricably linked with the 
larger regional community around them. 
Those who do not live or visit a smart city are 
affected by the lack of connected services 
and communication available to them.”1 Even 
the term ‘smart cities’ suggests a divide 
between urban and rural communities. 

By Carol Bergum

SUMMARY
The technological advances of the smart 
cities movement open up great potential 
for new and innovative approaches in all 
areas of our communities. The future of our 
cities relies on the success of the regions 
surrounding them, which includes bridging 
the digital divide between urban and rural 
and creating digital parity. Planners have 
a key role to play in providing a framework 
to facilitate critical, connected broadband 
infrastructure to support rural communities, 
which in turn support smart cities.

SOMMAIRE
Les avancées technologiques du mouvement 
des villes intelligentes ouvrent un grand 
potentiel pour des approches nouvelles 
et innovantes dans tous les domaines de 
nos communautés. L’avenir de nos villes 
dépend de la réussite des régions qui les 
entourent, ce qui implique de combler la 
fracture numérique entre les zones urbaines 
et rurales et de créer la parité numérique. 
Les urbanistes ont un rôle clé à jouer en 
fournissant un cadre pour faciliter la mise 
en place d’infrastructures à large bande 
critiques et connectées pour soutenir les 
communautés rurales, qui à leur tour, 
soutiennent les villes intelligentes.

Smart rural regions: 
a role for planners
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This digital divide cannot be left to widen. 
Some have pointed out that we seem 
determined to build technological and 
ideological walls around our cities rather 
than use technology to connect places and 
people.2 Yet, as Stone points out, technology 
should always be working to bring people 
together, rather than divide them further 
based, for example, on income or education.3 
It is not often acknowledged that for cities to 
achieve their true potential and sustainable 
futures, the regions in which they are located 
must also be sustainable. 

A new paradigm that recognizes and 
develops the inter-dependencies between 
rural and urban communities is required. 
As Tonar and Talton suggest, the approach 
needed is one that is more equitable and 
unifying – one that looks at how smart cities 
can serve as hubs for regional networks of 
interconnected smart regions. 

It is important for planners to start a 
conversation about their role in facilitating 
these inter-relationships. When it comes 
to smart community initiatives, there 
are a number of significant challenges 
for implementation. Many of these are 
particularly significant for rural and small 
communities and deserve consideration 
from that perspective.

One of the most commonly cited challenges 
for ensuring the success of any smart 
community is the infrastructure requirements, 

including the associated coverage and 
capacity. This foundation is necessary for any 
of the smart community ideas to take hold, 
but servicing small populations over vast 
distances, and maintaining networks and 
systems, can be cost prohibitive. At the same 
time, lower cost alternatives often provide a 
lower level of service. 

Debate continues about whether to 
consider broadband as a utility, similar 
to electricity, since the broadband needs 
of rural communities are an essential 
service. In fact, demands for internet service 
to rural areas continue to grow. However, 
in the last 10 years, telecommunications 
companies no longer provide wired telephone 
service to rural areas. The current pandemic 
has highlighted the broadband challenges 
for rural people trying to work or learn from 
home. Furthermore, burgeoning agriculture 
practices depend on effective broadband. 
Rural communities with effective broadband 
continually perform better economically than 
those communities without.4 

As rural municipalities struggle to develop 
the infrastructure required to become smart 
communities, one of the first challenges is 
determining whose responsibility it is.  Many 
stakeholders and professionals need to be part 
of the overall strategy and its implementation, 
including planners. Planners can play a role in 
bridging the digital divide in rural communities 
at a strategic planning level and by developing 

a variety of implementation-related policy and 
regulatory mechanisms to facilitate increased 
connectivity through infrastructure. 

A STRATEGIC APPROACH
At the highest level, a community needs a 
broadband plan or strategy and it should 
align with the municipal and area planning 
strategy in two ways. First of all, broadband 
infrastructure is spatially based and links 
with land use and development. Broadband 
infrastructure includes a variety of 
components such as fibre, towers, or local 
networks. It consists of nodes and linkages 
throughout a community and these may 
have physical or capacity gaps. Commercial 
and industrial uses have different levels of 
need than residential uses. Understanding 
how these best serve different land uses 
and mapping the proposed network along 
with gaps in infrastructure and capacity can 
be an important addition to a community 
plan. However, these initiatives do not 
come without challenges and these need 
to be identified and addressed during the 
planning process.

Secondly, the ways strong broadband can 
serve a community also coincide with the 
elements of comprehensive plans: economic, 
social, and environmental components 
inextricably tied to land use. The economic 
advantages of strong broadband networks 
to support industry, tourism, or agriculture 

Parkland County, a large rural municipality 
(R.M.) of 30,000 people and covering 
more than 900 square miles adjacent 
to Edmonton, was an early adopter 
that recognized the value of broadband 
connectivity in the community. Starting 
in 2009 the R.M. began to establish a 
network of telecommunications towers 
across the County and sold space on them 
to internet providers. In 2017, Council 
approved the Smart Parkland Action Plan 
outlining a number of activities under 
six key pillars: Connectivity, Knowledge 
Workforce, Innovation, Digital Inclusion, 
Marketing, and Advocacy and Environment. 

Case study – Parkland County, Alberta
While Smart Parkland staff interacted 
with many County departments as they 
began implementing the plan, there 
were a number of collaborative efforts 
with Planning and Development. Also in 
2017 Council approved a new Municipal 
Development Plan including policies that 
aligned with the Smart Parkland Action 
Plan. Other activities, particularly related 
to connectivity, included working with 
development staff to ensure all permits 
and regulatory approvals related to towers 
and associated structures were up to 
date. A pilot project to install fibre in a 
couple of underserved areas was initiated, 

paving the way for a planned long-
term broadband strategy. Fibre, 
connectivity, or wifi hotspots at key 
nodes were established, including 
at county and community facilities, 
to enhance the ability to build out 
the full network. Work was also 
initiated on standards, processes 
and a multi-trench agreement to 
begin to ensure conduit was available 
and costs were minimized for future 
installation. Discussions were 
initiated about updating the land use 
bylaw regulations for towers and 
technological uses.

A new paradigm that recognizes and  

develops the inter-dependencies between  

rural and urban communities is required. 
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a role in education of the labour force and 
ensuring greater educational opportunities 
for residents, particularly in rural areas. 
Broadband can help provide services and 
connections related to health and social 
well-being, which are often significant 
challenges for rural communities. Just 
as transportation or utility systems are 
essential components of a comprehensive 
plan, so too is broadband.

A REGULATORY APPROACH
To facilitate the implementation of a 
broadband strategy, there are also a 
number of opportunities for planners to use 
regulation and policy tools. When private 
developers and landowners are installing 
infrastructure, municipal policies related to 
multi-trench agreements and installation of 
conduit that can be used for fibre optic cable 
(broadband) at the time of installation or at 
a later date can future proof the network 
potential, and save significant costs for 
future fibre. Standards and policies could 
also ensure assets such as light poles or 
buildings are ready to have attachments that 
could support local networks, also saving 
costs at a later date. 

The land use bylaw, a key tool in a 
planner’s arsenal, could be readied to 
support development related to broadband 
infrastructure. Understanding and defining 
various technological uses and associated 
regulations or anticipated requirements 
can ensure greater efficiencies and 
associated cost savings. For instance, 
data centres are increasingly being used, 
although more commonly in urban areas. 
Enormous single-story buildings, housing 
many servers, few employees, and very high 
security needs may need to be located and 
regulated differently than other industrial or 
commercial buildings. Individual industrial 
and commercial developments can have 
vastly different needs related to broadband, 
something that may be better addressed 
at the development stage. This should be 
built into the development review process 
and technical application requirements, 
which can save time and money for those 
developers looking to enhance broadband. 
It can also enable the municipality to find 
opportunities to align with multi-trench 
agreements or shadow conduit installation, 
or even public-private partnerships, to 
enhance the broadband system.

Regulatory consideration is needed for 
towers and associated structures. These 
have often been dealt with by planners 
using the land use bylaw or a separate 
policy. Rural municipalities may have 
land use regulations in place that make 
it difficult for a provider to place towers 
effectively. There may be challenges with 
area size restrictions, limited location 
choices, and outdated public engagement 
demands. The requirements may also result 
in ineffective use of land near the towers. 

There is a misconception that the lower 
population density of rural communities 
means there is an abundance of land choices 
upon which to build individual towers. Yet, 
wireless technology does not work that way. 
Line of sight and location is vital, more so if 
the shorter and more frequent towers needed 
for 5G wireless are part of a community’s 
network. Technological requirements change 
quickly and regulations and requirements 
need to keep up. These changes also 
mean infrastructure can become obsolete. 
Municipalities need to develop policies or 
regulations about broadband infrastructure 
to avoid sterilizing developable land due to 
abandoned infrastructure, or to encourage 
repurposing of it.

Broadband enabling policies should be 
equally applicable to any work that is done by 
the municipality such as road maintenance 
or capital projects, so working together 
with other departments in developing such 
policies is critical. Planners frequently deal 
with multiple departments gaining input or 
comments on planning and development 
proposals and generating well thought out 
decisions or solutions. These skills lend 
themselves well to playing a significant role 
in collaboration to address smart community 
needs around infrastructure.

Planning ahead with an overall strategy 
and other policy and regulatory tools can 
contribute to cost savings. But governance 
of the smart community broadband network 
can also have an impact on the success of 
its implementation as well. It is important 
to consider a variety of governance models 
that could be used for broadband network 
development and management, as well as 
their advantages and disadvantages. For 
instance, fully privatizing broadband may 
create more challenges in rural municipalities, 
as the return on investment is not necessarily 
viable. Some municipalities choose to 
implement broadband themselves, others 

may partner with private telecom companies, 
while yet others may consider a not-for-profit 
model. The overall costs, and the ability 
to access increasing funding being made 
available from higher levels of government, 
should be taken into consideration as a 
significant factor in the model selected. 

CONCLUSION
Planners consider all aspects of a 
community in their work. They create 
plans and administer processes that 
consider everything that may impact the 
land use, growth, and development of a 
community. Opportunities exist to further 
educate planners about their role in rural 
sustainability and broadband. In rural 
municipalities planners are more likely 
to be directly involved in a variety of areas 
related to the municipality and, as such, 
can be catalysts for change in a world of 
disruptive technologies. Planners have a 
role to play in the success of both cities and 
rural communities and the forward-thinking 
policies, regulations, and processes in rural 
municipalities that will help achieve digital 
parity and ensure smart regions.

Carol Bergum RPP, MCIP has spent the 
last 25 years as a planning leader in both 
urban and rural settings. She now serves 
communities as a private consultant, 
exploring practical educational 
opportunities for planners. 
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P
lanners are increasingly 
grappling with the explosive 
growth of emerging smart 
cities technologies, such as 
cameras and other urban 

surveillance systems, social media 
applications to engage with stakeholders, 
and the collection of community-based 
information using computer algorithms. 
There is a growing worry about protecting 
citizens’ information and avoiding corporate 
control of this digital landscape. Hearing 
the cautionary tales of massive data 
leaks, the sale of citizen data, a glaring 
lack of public oversight and control over 
community information collection, and the 
rapidly growing yet nebulous (perhaps even 
nefarious?) use of artificial intelligence 
and machine learning, one can hardly 
blame planners for being skeptical about 
recommending or relying on these emerging 
technologies. The path through this 
landscape, littered with ethical landmines, is 
daunting and there are few navigation tools 
to help planners find their way.

Yet, there are compelling reasons to 
pursue smart technologies: communities 
are trying to address increasingly complex 
multi-variable problems such as climate 
change, social inclusion, and infrastructure 
maintenance. Meanwhile, emerging smart 
cities technologies can provide critical 
information to support solution design or 
demonstrate that innovative policies and 
infrastructure investments are working.

The open smart city 
An ethical approach to smart cities development

By Leon de Vreede

SUMMARY
Planners are wise to be concerned with 
the ethical dilemmas frequently created 
by the community-scale adoption of smart 
cities technologies. However, ethical and 
accountable smart cities practices are 
being developed and demonstrated around 
the country. These efforts are not only the 
domain of large urban centres – small 
communities are counted among the early 
leaders. Bridgewater, Nova Scotia is working 
with national partners to find its way toward 
being an “open smart city” and helping to 
set up signposts that communities of all 
sizes can follow. Planners have an important 
role to play in bringing an ethical approach 
to smart cities development, and enabling 
the use of these technologies to maximize 
the public good and to foster transformation 
toward sustainability and social equity.

SOMMAIRE
Les urbanistes sont bien avisés de se 
préoccuper des dilemmes éthiques que 
soulève fréquemment l’adoption à l’échelle 
de collectivités des technologies de villes 
intelligentes. Pourtant, des pratiques 
d’encadrement éthique et responsable des 
villes intelligentes sont mises au point, 
comme on peut le constater un peu partout 
au pays. Non seulement ces efforts sont ils 
déployés dans les grandes agglomérations 
urbaines, mais on voit aussi des collectivités 
de tailles plus modestes être parmi 
les premières à les adopter. La Ville de 
Bridgewater, en Nouvelle Écosse, travaille 
de concert avec des partenaires nationaux 
pour trouver comment tirer son épingle du 
jeu et devenir une « ville intelligente ouverte 
» et ainsi contribuer à baliser un parcours 
que pourraient emprunter des collectivités 
de toutes tailles. Les urbanistes ont un rôle 
important à jouer pour faciliter l’adoption 
d’une approche éthique au développement des 
villes intelligentes, et permettre l’exploitation 
de ces technologies pour qu’elles soient 
mises au service de l’intérêt public et 
encouragent une transformation porteuse 
d’écoresponsabilité et d’équité sociale.
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It may surprise one to learn that clear 
pathways are being forged through the 
digital morass, and that small communities 
are among those leading the way.

The Town of Bridgewater, Nova Scotia, 
population 8,532, won the 2019 Smart Cities 
Challenge in the small community category 
for its ambitious Energy Poverty Reduction 
Program. Grounded in a comprehensive 
30-year energy transition plan branded 
as Energize Bridgewater, the project is 
breaking new ground in the development 
of a comprehensive suite of new municipal 
services designed to make energy cleaner, 
more accessible, affordable, and secure for 
all its residents, with a particular focus on the 
needs of low-income and other marginalized 
members of the community. With two in five 
Bridgewater residents struggling to afford 
their energy needs (a statistic not unique to 
Bridgewater, and shockingly prevalent in other 
Atlantic Canadian communities – learn more at 
www.energypoverty.ca), the program addresses 
both poverty reduction and climate action.

Energize Bridgewater provides homeowners 
and the owners of rental properties with 
energy improvements, including significant 
insulation upgrades, heat pumps, and even 
solar photovoltaic panels. The program 

coordinates a complex set of energy analysis, 
planning, and contractor management 
services to reduce much of the headache 
and uncertainty that often holds people 
back from making energy improvements to 
their properties. It even coordinates funding 
and financing opportunities to help improve 
access to these resources, and introduces 
new sources of funding not previously 
available to residents. The program also 
supports residents experiencing energy 
poverty by improving coordination between 
community services such as health care, crisis 
intervention, and housing support services.

A core innovation behind Energize 
Bridgewater, and what qualifies it as a 
smart cities initiative, is the community-
owned energy information system that 
functions as the ‘brain’ behind the planning 
and analysis. Using sensors, meters, and 
control panels deployed in homes, the 
system enables greater accuracy when 
calculating energy savings opportunities, 
as well as the real-time tracking of energy 
performance metrics once improvements 
have been implemented. The overall impact 
is greater reliability and reduced risk in 
energy retrofit planning, and the provision 
of new remote and automated services, 

including troubleshooting faulty systems and 
the ability to provide homeowners with up-
to-date energy information, behavioural tips, 
and opportunities for further improvements. 
Fast forward a few years, and the system 
will support the implementation of more 
advanced energy solutions, such as 
neighbourhood-scale energy storage and 
renewable energy generation.

By pairing services and technologies in 
innovative ways, the program is increasing 
cooperation between different service 
sectors and offering new solutions to a 
complex problem. However, the program 
also involves the large-scale collection of 
community energy data using the Internet of 
Things (IoT) – through sensors and devices 
installed in clients’ homes. The system also 
needs to interface with the Town’s enterprise 
resource planning system (the main 
municipal business management software 
which handles everything from taxation to 
permits), thereby leaving it at risk of falling 
into a number of governance, privacy, 
security, procurement, and technology 
traps that have, sadly, been demonstrated 
elsewhere. The cautious planner would be 
skeptical about the ability to pull the whole 
thing off safely. 

Aerial photo of Bridgewater, Nova Scotia. The town is the winner of the 2019 Smart Cities Challenge in the small communities category.
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is the adoption of an ethical and thorough 
approach to the deployment of emerging 
technologies and practices involving 
community data.

The way forward has been skillfully 
navigated by a handful of national 
organizations that are working closely with 
the Government of Canada’s smart cities 
program, including Future Cities Canada 
and OpenNorth, which both have a national 
mandate to improve community use of 
data and digital technologies. Planning 
professionals can find helpful values-based 
alignments in OpenNorth’s definition of the 
open smart city as a community 
 …where residents, civil society, 

academics, and the private sector 
collaborate with public officials to 
mobilize data and technologies when 
warranted in an ethical, accountable and 
transparent way to govern the city as a 
fair, viable and liveable commons, and 
balance economic development, social 
progress and environmental responsibility.

This ethical approach to smart cities 
technology use has been effectively defined 
and operationalized through OpenNorth’s 
Open Smart Cities Guide V1.0 (2018)   
(find this and other resources at  
www.opennorth.ca/publications.) 

Bridgewater has been working with 
OpenNorth on to build its capacity to 
operationalize this concept of the open smart 
city in the small town context. Key to this is 
the practice of placing people and desired 
community outcomes before technology, 
rather than seeing technology as an end unto 
itself. This framework is being codified by the 
town in an Open Smart Community Policy, 
which will set standards and introduce new 
accountabilities and practices for current and 
future smart cities initiatives undertaken by the 
town. Associated practices and tools include 
conducting privacy impact assessments 
whenever community data are collected, the 
establishment of transparent governance 
structures to oversee the collection and 
management of community data, procurement 
practices that ensure that technologies 
purchased by the community adhere to 
appropriate standards, and staff training.

Used effectively, open smart cities 
approaches inherently lend themselves to rapid 
testing and prototyping of solutions, which 
can greatly increase the pace of innovation, 
identify and mitigate potential problems early 

in the process, and ensure transparency and 
accountability throughout the life cycle of 
new initiatives. Demonstration and transfer 
of results is also supported when initiatives 
are designed to be open by default, a core 
principle of the open smart cities approach. 
In Bridgewater’s case, the energy information 
system will be tested incrementally and 
gradually scaled up as early participants are 
engaged in transparent feedback cycles, and 
positive results are demonstrated. Throughout 
testing, careful attention will need to be paid 
to privacy needs, the protection of sensitive 
information and personal data, and the 
requirement for participants to consent to 
having their data collected and used.

Small communities like Bridgewater 
have the ability to innovate rapidly in this 
space. With small bureaucracies, they can 
adopt new practices and policies quickly, 
and are less burdened by the labyrinthine 
policy and corporate structures that can 
make these activities challenging for 
larger municipalities. Small communities 
typically also have less complex IT systems, 
allowing them to more easily pivot to 
new solutions, which may represent 
unacceptable risk and effort for a larger 
system. Lack of experience with smart 
cities technologies should not be seen as 
a barrier (Bridgewater certainly had no 
prior experience with them), and can be 
overcome with sufficient capacity building 
and guidance from a growing cadre of 
municipal support organizations including 
those previously mentioned.

The Bridgewater case study exemplifies how 
the open smart cities approach can be used to 
advance public policy objectives through the 
introduction of new tools and practices, while 
at the same time shining a light on matters 
of governance, accountability, and equity. 
Based on the community’s experience to date, 
I believe that this approach can also support 
other planning practices by helping to punch 
through common planning problems. Whether 
related to stakeholder engagement, public 
policy development, or implementation, the 
open smart cities approach deals proactively 
with problems such as how to use data 
effectively, foster innovation, achieve desired 
outcomes, and ensure that public interests are 
met throughout a particular project. 

Table 1 describes how Bridgewater’s open 
smart city activities are addressing some 
of these common challenges, and offers 
suggestions for how planning professionals 
can adopt similar practices more generally.

Furthermore, planners are inherently 
well positioned to facilitate and lead 
this conversation on ethical smart cities 
approaches for a diverse range of planning 
matters. Planning professionals have the 
necessary alignment in values, competencies, 
and position in decision-making structures, 
as well as a professional obligation to serve 
the public interest, considerations that are 
sorely needed in the technology-dominated 
smart cities landscape.

Planners should take responsibility for 
facilitating critical conversations on the ethics 
of the applied use of digital technologies 
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and community data. Municipalities and 
public institutions, often led by data-hungry 
planning and development departments, 
already collect vast troves of community data 
(think of land use and history, assessment 
and property information, economic 
development data, social data, utility data, 
transportation data, infrastructure data, etc.) 
all in the name of improving the community 
and the services rendered. 

Planners in communities of all sizes 
can learn to embrace ethical smart cities 
approaches to community problem solving 
and planning, taking note of the helpful 

signposts that have been planted along 
the way. Not doing so may be analogous 
to sticking one’s head in the sand, thereby 
permitting the increasing dominance of 
corporately-controlled technology in our 
communities. The favourable alternative is 
for communities to instead exert ethical local 
public policy control over this landscape, 
using it to advance the public good. Planners 
who lead these initiatives in a thoughtful 
and inclusive manner may create new 
opportunities to transform our communities 
for the better while helping to close the 
equity divide at the same time.

Leon de Vreede LPP, MCIP is the 
Sustainability Planner for the Town of 
Bridgewater, where he coordinates 
its sustainability and climate change 
programs including the Energize 
Bridgewater initiative. Bridgewater’s 
programs have been recognized for 
excellence by organizations including the 
Nova Scotia Federation of Municipalities, 
Efficiency Nova Scotia, and GLOBE. ¢

Common  

Planning Problem

Bridgewater  

Open Smart City Practices Suggested Role for Planners

Lack of data and  
challenges with effective 
use of existing data

Develop a community-owned and controlled 
data system, apply best practices in privacy and 
security assessment and control

• Make evidence-based recommendations
• Ask critical questions about the use of data in  

decision-making
• Ensure that data originating from the community are 

owned and governed by the community

Barriers to innovation  
and new ways of  
solving problems

Rapid prototyping of solutions, set up an 
assumptions testing framework, bring in 
multiple stakeholders to innovate together

• Support partners in adopting a learning mindset 
throughout the initiative, document findings

• Encourage the use of small-scale solution testing

Desired planning 
outcomes not achieved

Clearly define and enshrine desired community 
outcomes, then shape technology solutions to 
address them, thorough program evaluation to 
ensure that outcomes are delivered

• Hold the public interest as a core outcome throughout 
the process

• Ask critical questions about the underlying 
assumptions

• Ensure that success indicators reflect the  
desired outcomes

Lack of consideration of 
critical social dimensions

Build a program governance framework around 
inclusion and diversity, adopt a user-centred 
approach, address social equity considerations 
throughout program design

• Build social equity considerations into the project from 
the beginning

• Bring voices to the table who may not otherwise be 
heard

• Facilitate conversations on ethical use of technologies 
and practices

Lack of community 
engagement

Seek deep community engagement from the 
start of the initiative, bring in citizens as well as 
organizations that advocate on their behalf

• Use best practices in community engagement,  
strive to do better

• Practice awareness of the digital divide  
(lack of access to digital tools and platforms  
among members of the community) 

• Support the development of digital literacy

Lack of public oversight

Set up policies and advisory structures based 
on best practices, ensure that program results 
are transparently communicated, create open 
systems to the greatest extent possible, use fair 
and open technology procurement practices

• Recommend transparent and accountable governance 
and reporting structures

• Bring multiple stakeholders to the table in a 
governance/oversight capacity

Table 1. Bridgewater’s use of open smart city practices to address common planning problems, and suggested roles for planning professionals  
in supporting these solutions.



INTRODUCTION
Industrial development trends are driving 
new opportunities for densification while 
challenging traditional planning regulations.

As a crucial part of the economy, 
‘industrial’ represents a wide spectrum of 
uses and intensities, which may not neatly 
fit within conventional definitions of ‘heavy’ 
or ‘light.’ Today, industry is a term that can 
include everything from large transportation 
and distribution to manufacturing and 
processing. It can be small local-serving 
producers and suppliers as well as new 
sectors like advanced technology, on-
demand manufacturing, media/design, and 
e-commerce. Different types of industries 
need different types of spaces.

With no more industrial land being 
created in Metro Vancouver, the area known 
as Mount Pleasant demonstrates that it is 
possible to generate more industrial space 
through multi-level buildings, if the right 
regulations and market conditions exist.

VANCOUVER PROFILE
The Vancouver region is experiencing 
a severe shortage of industrial land, 
manifested in high prices and low vacancy 
rates. In response, in 2020, Metro Vancouver, 
the regional government authority, approved 
a new Regional Industrial Lands Strategy,1 
which encourages industrial densification 
along with industrial lands protection.

Most of the new forms of industrial 
densification, in combination with non-
industrial uses, have been focused in the City 
of Vancouver. Specifically, Mount Pleasant, 
has been a traditional industrial area since the 
1940s, with a focus on production, distribution, 
and repair activities.2 Located close to the 
central businesses district, transit and 
amenities, the unique 40-acre district has been 
identified as an innovative cluster for economic 

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR MULTI-LEVEL INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT IN VANCOUVER
By Eric Aderneck

SUMMARY
Industrial development trends are driving 
new opportunities for densification while 
challenging traditional planning regulations. 
In Metro Vancouver, the unique experiences 
and lessons of the Mount Pleasant district 
demonstrate that it is possible to generate 
more industrial space through multi-level 
buildings if the right regulations and market 
conditions exist. While some industrial 
sectors will continue to be land-intensive, 
multi-level buildings can provide more 
industrial floor space. A primary policy 
consideration is how regulations should 
permit various types of industrial business 
models, without allowing too wide a range of 
employment and commercial uses.

SOMMAIRE
Les tendances du développement industriel 
offrent de nouvelles possibilités de 
densification tout en remettant en question 
les réglementations traditionnelles en 
matière de planification. Dans la région 
métropolitaine de Vancouver, les expériences 
et les leçons uniques du quartier de Mount 
Pleasant démontrent qu’il est possible de 
générer plus d’espace industriel grâce à 
des bâtiments à plusieurs niveaux si les 
bonnes réglementations sont présentes et 
si les conditions du marché sont favorables. 
Alors que certains secteurs industriels 
continueront à utiliser beaucoup de terrain, 
les bâtiments à plusieurs niveaux peuvent 
fournir davantage d’espace industriel. L’une 
des principales considérations politiques est 
de savoir comment la réglementation devrait 
permettre différents types de modèles 
d’entreprises industrielles, sans pour autant 
autoriser un trop large éventail d’emplois et 
d’utilisations commerciales.
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development and is evolving into a technology 
hub. Coinciding with zoning updates, Mount 
Pleasant has been undergoing rapid change, 
with an influx of various ‘creative economy’ 
firms, such as digital content creators and 
software designers. 

THE COSTS OF BUILDING UP
In adherence to the updated zoning 
regulations, the area has seen new forms 
of mixed-use development. In terms of 
design, multi-level developments typically 
have industrial uses at grade, with a 
mezzanine, one or two floors of underground 
parking, and multiple floors of offices 
above. Functional building features unique 
to industrial tenants include: loading bays, 
cargo elevators, wide corridors, high ceilings, 
adequate column spacing, and floors with 
load-bearing capacity. Providing usable 
industrial space on an upper floor is more 
challenging. Unit sizes are small by industrial 
standards (e.g., 2,000 to 5,000 square feet), 
with a high percentage of mezzanine area.

These buildings are considerably more 
complex to design and more expensive to 
construct than single-level structures and, with 
more common areas, are less efficient. Higher 

rents or sale values are required to support 
these extra costs, with many of the projects 
pre-sold as strata (condominium) tenure.

PLANNING POLICY CHANGES
In 2013, the City of Vancouver led an 
amendment to the Mount Pleasant I-1 
zone,3 allowing up to 2.0 Floor Area Ratio 
(FAR) of general office uses, provided that 
1.0 FAR of industrial use is built, for a total 
of 3.0 FAR. The stated intent of the change 
was to “maintain the historic, production, 
distribution, and repair role of the area 
while unlocking additional capacity for office 
space.”4 The zone attempts to accommodate 
multi-level industrial and other employment 
uses in an urban area, while recognizing 
that, along with changes in built form, 
business types are also changing. 

A city staff report in 2016 noted that 
the changes have expanded the range 
and intensity of innovation economy 
users including digital, interactive and 
entertainment uses, creative uses, and 
breweries, all adding to the interest 
and energy of the area. Industrial space 
guidelines5 were introduced in 2017 and 
include a requirement that the ground 

floor be functionally designed for industrial 
businesses, such as minimum ceiling 
heights (18 or 20 feet) and loading facilities, 
and that mezzanines be no greater than 30% 
of the industrial ground floor. 

DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
The I-1 zone states its intent as permitting 
light industrial uses, advanced technology 
industry, and research and development 
activities, while also allowing “commercial 
uses, including office and retail uses.” The 
bylaw provisions and strong market demand 
for office space has triggered a rush of 
interest in multi-level buildings with a mix of 
light industrial and commercial uses.

As noted by one market report at the 
time, in an ‘innovation economy’ the 
evolving nature of what the City considers 
industrial was demonstrated with the zoning 
changes.6 This, it is suggested, has opened 
the door to erosion of traditional industrial 
activity in favour of more desktop-focused 
businesses. Notably, the area’s businesses 
have a ‘non-corporate’ culture compared 
with office towers in the downtown, and 
the buildings offer attributes that are not 
typically available in conventional office 

HOUSS project on West 6th Avenue (by Conwest).
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buildings such as laboratories, testing, and 
prototyping facilities. Technology businesses 
have a desire for these urban locations and 
features, along with a Vancouver address.

THE RESULTS
While still zoned industrial, the bylaw changes 
have allowed for additional non-industrial 
space. The ensuing proliferation of technology 
tenants, office-density employment, and 
commercial level values have markedly 
changed the character of Mount Pleasant. 

The regional government authority has 
noted that some commercial and accessory 
uses can be supportive of industry, yet 
excessive additional office or retail space 
can destabilize established industrial 
areas through higher values and land 
speculation, increased property taxes, and 
land use conflicts.7

Mount Pleasant land values increased 
50% over the 2012 to 2016 period, causing 
many industrial owners to sell, develop, Ground floor interior of HOUSS, designed to functionally support industrial uses.

Nickel project on West 5th Avenue (by PC Urban).
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or close. The tension between planning 
objectives and market forces continues.

PROFILES OF EXAMPLE PROJECTS
Most development projects market Mount 
Pleasant’s accessibility, transit service, 
bike routes, and amenities, including 
coffee shops and breweries, along with 
mountain views. Described as a creative 
hub, references to ‘industrial’ in marketing 
material are few. The emphasis is on 
creative or light industries, emerging 
technology, urban manufacturing, 
flex space, and entrepreneurs, for 
businesses intending to attract a young 
talented workforce.

Two notable projects are profiled below, 
designed as light industrial units at grade 
with office space on the upper levels under 
the City of Vancouver’s I-1 zone.

‘HOUSS’
The five-level, 52,700-square-foot building 
includes three light industrial units, totalling 
8,000 square feet. Additional density, up 
to 3.1 FAR, was achieved through the 
renovation of a heritage house onsite, 
intended as a restaurant.

Given the site’s slope, truck access from 
the lane is through the below-grade parking 
level, with three loading bays and two 
elevators. The industrial units have 24-foot 

high ceilings, 250-pound per square foot 
load bearing capacity, and a second floor 
mezzanine. There are three floors of office 
space above and two floors of underground 
parking below. 

The building is strata tenure, and multiple 
industrial units have been purchased by a 
company that designs and builds electrical 
utility sensors. The office space has 
attracted interest from a variety of sectors 
including technology, education, medical, 
and professional services.

‘Nickel’
The four-level, 71,000-square-foot building 
has two levels of underground parking, 
along with bike parking and end-of-trip 
facilities, with a total density of 3.0 FAR. The 
24,000-square-foot light industrial level has 
125-pound-per-square foot load-bearing 
floors, 19-foot clear ceilings with a built-
in mezzanine, with truck loading access 
via two bays at the lane. Of the industrial 
density, the mezzanine represents 41% of 
the floor area.

The ground floor is occupied by two light 
industrial tenants, namely an electric bicycle 
assembly and service shop, and a vegan food 
manufacturer. The upper three floors are 
devoted to office space, occupied by a video 
game software developer. The building is 
lease tenure.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLANNERS
Municipalities should recognize new 
industrial uses and structures while not 
discarding historic forms of industry. 
A primary policy consideration is how 
regulations permit various types of 
industrial business models without 
allowing too wide a range of employment 
and commercial uses. Noting that 
planning objectives and market dynamics 
differ by location and community, the way 
industry is defined and measured should 
also be nuanced and responsive.

While some industrial sectors will 
continue to be land-intensive, new forms 
may be housed in multi-level buildings. 
As a further consideration, although 
multi-level buildings can provide more 
industrial floor space, they can diminish 
the amount of land available for larger 
format industrial users. 

The unique experiences and lessons 
of Vancouver’s Mount Pleasant district 
should be considered as industrial 
densification becomes more common 
elsewhere. The challenge and opportunity 
for planners and developers is how 
to densify industrial uses without 
compromising the fundamental industrial 
nature of the lands.

Eric Aderneck RPP, MCIP is a senior 
planner with Metro Vancouver, and also  
an industrial lands planning consultant in 
other jurisdictions.  

ENDNOTES
1 www.metrovancouver.org/services/

regional-planning/industrial-lands/
regional-strategy

2 For more background and information 
about the district, see https://vancouver.
ca/home-property-development/mount-
pleasant-industrial-area.aspx

3 https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/zoning/
zoning-by-law-district-schedule-i-1.pdf

4 https://council.vancouver.ca/20161213/
documents/p3.pdf

5 https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/bulletin/
M003.pdf

6 www.avisonyoung.ca/
documents/95750/1691318/
VancouverIndustrialReport_Fall2017.pdf

7 www.metrovancouver.org/services/
regional-planning/PlanningPublications/
StratificationofIndustrialLandinMetroVan
couver-Sep2018.pdf ¢

The Nickel project accommodates industrial on the ground floor with office uses for a software developer on 
the upper floors.
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H
ousing is a dominant land 
use in our communities, but 
in non-metropolitan Canada 
– those communities and 
regions outside of Canada’s 
large metropolitan areas – 
housing stock has not been 

responding to the changing profile of the 
population. As a result, housing has become 
a key constraint on both economic and 
community development. 

There are over seven million dwellings 
in non-metropolitan Canada. Data from 
Statistics Canada’s Census program 
illustrate how out-of-step this housing 
stock has become in meeting the needs of 
the population. This gap has emerged as a 
result of the convergence of several factors: 
limited new housing construction, population 
aging-in-place, variable population growth, 
and the persistence of the single detached 
home. The fact that this housing challenge 
exists across non-metropolitan Canada is a 
signal that a comprehensive national focus is 
needed, including action on research, policy, 
program development, and planning.

Not in Stock
The challenge of meeting housing market needs  
and expectations in non-metropolitan Canada
By Marleen Morris, Julia Good, and Greg Halseth

Summary
In non-metropolitan Canada, housing has 
become a key constraint on economic and 
community development. A study by the 
Community Development Institute at the 
University of Northern British Columbia 
found that the housing stock in these 
areas no longer meets community needs 
and expectations. Demographic aging, the 
growth of one- and two-person households, 
and the trend to smaller family sizes all point 
to the need for a diverse range of smaller 
homes. Yet, the predominant form of housing 
stock in non-metropolitan communities 
continues to be large single-detached 
homes that were constructed before 1980. 
Housing in non-metropolitan Canada needs 
planning and action to support community 
sustainability into the future.

Sommaire 
Dans les régions non métropolitaines 
du Canada, le logement est devenu une 
contrainte majeure pour le développement 
économique et communautaire. Une 
étude de l’Institut de développement 
communautaire de l’Université du Nord 
de la Colombie-Britannique a révélé que 
le parc de logements dans ces régions ne 
répond plus aux besoins et aux attentes 
de la communauté. Le vieillissement 
démographique, la croissance des ménages 
d’une ou deux personnes et la tendance 
à la réduction de la taille des familles 
sont autant d’éléments qui soulignent 
la nécessité de disposer d’une gamme 
diversifiée de logements plus petits. 
Pourtant, la forme prédominante du parc 
de logement dans les communautés 
non métropolitaines continue d’être 
constituée de grandes maisons individuelles 
construites avant 1980. Le logement dans 
les régions non métropolitaines du Canada 
doit faire l’objet d’une planification et de 
mesures visant à soutenir la viabilité des 
collectivités dans l’avenir.
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Canada 2001-2006 2006-2011 2011-2016

Census Agglomerations (CAs) 4.0 4.2 3.3

Rural and Small Town Areas (RSTAs) areas 1.0 1.7 1.4

Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) 6.9 7.4 6.2

Table 2. Percent change in population, Canada, 2001-2016. Source: Statistics Canada. 2001-2016.  
Source: Statistics Canada

Sample communities
For the purpose of this article, the 
authors chose a sample of two non-
metropolitan communities from each 
province. The populations of the selected 
communities range in size from 1,053 
(Souris, PEI) to 63,260 (Medicine Hat, AB); 
they are commonly located some distance 
from, and have a weak connection to, a 
Census Metropolitan Area (CMA); they 
include a diverse range of economic 
activities such as agriculture, forestry, 
mining, oil and gas, manufacturing, 
retirement living, and government 
services; and they have diverse histories 
and pathways of development. 

To provide context, we have also 
included data for the eight largest 
CMAs in Canada: Toronto, Montreal, 
Calgary, Ottawa, Edmonton, Mississauga, 
Winnipeg, and Vancouver. The data source 
is Statistics Canada’s Census program. 
For each category of metro and non-metro 
data, averaged results have been used in 
the discussion that follows (see Table 1). 

Taken together, non-metropolitan com-
munities in Canada have been growing 
since 2001, although there are variations 
over time. This points to the need for 
more information and data in order to 
develop effective policy, program, and 
planning interventions. Town of Campbell River, BC.

BC
Kitimat  8,131 

Campbell River 32,588

AB
Medicine Hat 63,260

Taber 8,428

SK
Moose Jaw 33,890

Yorkton 16,343

MB
Dauphin 8,457

Thompson 13,678

ON
North Bay 51,553

Kapuskasing 8,292

QC
Alma 30,776

Rouyn-Noranda 42,334

NL
Corner Brook 19,806

Labrador City 7,220

NB
Bathurst 11,897

Shediac 6,664

PEI
Souris 1,053

Summerside 14,829

Table 1. List of sample communities  
and 2016 populations.

Using Data to Anticipate Housing Need
The data used for this analysis reveal patterns and trends in the relationship between 
the population and housing stock in non-metropolitan Canada. Together, the data 
points constitute a suite of key indicators that can, and should, be monitored over 
time. Data can help us anticipate housing needs so that we are able to get ahead 
of an issue, rather than being ‘behind the curve’. Data can point to where more 
information is needed, but ultimately, data and information are critical in the 
development of informed, 
timely, and effective 
policy, programs, 
planning, and action.
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Lack of housing options
Census data for 2016 show that the prevailing 
form of housing stock in most of Canada’s 
non-metropolitan areas is single-detached 
dwellings. This pattern has remained fairly 
steady since at least 1996. In the sample 
communities analyzed, the prevalence of 
single-detached homes in 2016 ranges from 
47% to 92% of the total housing stock. 

By comparison, the housing stock in 
the CMA sample has always contained a 
wider mix of housing, with single-detached 
homes comprising less than 40% of the 
overall housing stock. Between 1996 and 
2016, there has been a noticeable increase 
in the shares of semi-detached, row, 
and duplex style housing. These housing 
forms are diversifying the metropolitan 
housing mix, increasing development 
density, and making more efficient use of 
built infrastructure. 

That the housing mix in non-
metropolitan Canada has not changed 
over the past 20 years is surprising, given 
the dramatic changes occurring in the 

population. Demographic aging, the growth 
of single- and two-person households, 
and the trend to smaller family sizes 
all suggest that housing stock in non-
metropolitan areas of Canada is less suited 
to contemporary demands than it is in 
metropolitan areas.

Compounding the issue of lack of 
housing choice is that the housing stock 
in non-metropolitan Canada is old. In the 
majority of communities in the research 
sample, well over 50% and up to 87% 
of the housing stock was built before 
1981. These homes are much less energy 
efficient and are more likely to be in need 
of major repair. The data also show that 
rental housing tends to be more likely 
in need of major repair than owner-
occupied dwellings. Old housing is costly to 
maintain, to heat, and to update, making it 
less suited to contemporary expectations in 
the housing market.

Another indicator pointing to a lack of 
housing options in non-metropolitan areas 
is the size of dwellings. The prevalence of 

one- and two-bedroom homes compared 
to the proportion of one- and two-person 
households shows a lack of alignment, 
suggesting that there is a shortage of 
smaller homes. Across the sample of non-
metropolitan communities, one- and two-
person households comprised an average 
of 69% of local households, while one- and 
two-bedroom homes comprised only 36% 
of the local housing stock. This differential 
exists in all non-metropolitan communities 
to varying degrees with Kitimat, British 
Columbia having the greatest disconnect, 
with a differential of 47%. By comparison, 
the match between dwelling size and 
household size is much better aligned in 
the CMA sample. 

Implications for communities and planners
A diverse and adequate supply of housing 
that meets the needs of the population 
now and into the future is essential if non-
metropolitan communities are to realize 
their economic potential and support overall 
social well-being. Attracting young workers 

Town of Medicine Hat, AB.
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and families to the community is essential 
for economic and workforce renewal. This 
analysis shows, however, that the old and 
inappropriately sized homes that dominate 
the local housing landscape in non-
metropolitan areas of Canada are not what 
young skilled professionals are looking for. 
Many communities have indicated that young 
workers and families have turned down 
employment offers because they cannot find 
suitable housing. 

Retaining seniors in the community also 
provides economic and social benefit. Again, 
however, local housing may not support 
aging-in-place as many seniors who would 
like to downsize cannot find smaller housing 
units. Given the existing housing stock, this 
could mean that many older residents will 
be living in large, old homes that are, or 
soon will be, too much for them to manage 
and afford, and too challenging for them to 
live in as they age. Major and minor repairs, 
even regular maintenance, will be neglected. 
Housing stock will deteriorate, and along 
with it, neighbourhood attractiveness. 

A call to action for  
local housing policy and support
The state of housing in non-metropolitan 
Canada has become a key constraint on 
economic and community development. The 
housing available in these communities no 
longer meets the needs and expectations of 
the population. Without action, community 
economic opportunities will be lost, housing 
affordability will decline – especially for 
vulnerable populations – and health and 
safety will be put at risk.

That this situation exists in non-
metropolitan areas across Canada points 
to the need for a comprehensive national 
focus, including action on research, policy, 
program development, and planning. With 
its renewed interest and action on housing, 
the federal government, through Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), 
can take the lead, in terms of research, to 
confirm and deepen the understanding of 
non-metropolitan housing issues. There is a 
significant research and data gap that needs 
to be addressed. Filling the data gap must 

then lead to policy action – informed policy 
action – to address housing needs in non-
metropolitan communities.

With or without federal leadership, there 
are opportunities for provincial and local 
governments to take action on housing in 
non-metropolitan communities. Planners 
can make a difference by understanding their 
local housing and population profiles and by 
encouraging new models and approaches 
to meeting housing need. The following 
recommendations are proffered:

Renovation and conversion of existing 
housing: Given the predominance of large, 
old, single detached dwellings, there is 
a significant opportunity for renovation 
and redesign of these units. Renovations 
should include energy upgrades, including 
insulation, doors, windows, appliances, 
and the heating system. This will protect 
affordability over the coming decades. The 
renovations could also include conversion 
of larger homes into multiple units that 
include features people are looking for in 

Town of Lunenburg, NS.
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today’s housing. It is worth highlighting that 
many homes in non-metropolitan Canada 
were built from stock plans. If this is the 
case, could stock renovation plans also 
be developed? This would cut costs and 
renovation time.

Infill housing: Large, old, single detached 
homes in non-metropolitan communities often 
sit on large lots. This presents an opportunity 
for infill housing, the construction of additional 
units in an already existing neighbourhood. 
These units could take the form of carriage 
houses, laneway houses, garden suites, and 
granny flats. Once again, standard plans and 
simplified zoning and permitting could reduce 
costs and development time.

Encouraging new development within 
the existing infrastructure envelope: 
Infrastructure, such as roads, water, sewer, 
hydro, and gas are expensive to install 
and maintain. These costs are inevitably 
passed on to the homeowners through 
property taxes and utility payments – all 
of which affects long-term affordability. 
Encouraging development within the 
existing infrastructure envelope will reduce 
installation and maintenance costs for local 
government and other service providers.

Summary
Action on these issues would help work 
towards alleviating the critical housing 
issues in Canada’s non-metropolitan 
communities. Housing options would be 
expanded, people could find housing that is 
the right size, is affordable to maintain and 
heat, and has the design and features that 
are suitable to their age and stage in life. 

Action on these issues would also help 
ensure that non-metropolitan communities 
have the housing they need to support 
economic potential and social well-being. 
This would support community sustainability 
into the future.

For local and regional government, 
action on housing could also support 
the sustainability of their development 
services functions. Many local and 
regional governments struggle to 
maintain development services capacity, 
including planners, building inspectors, 
and approving officers. Often this is due 
to lack of consistent development activity. 
Increasing opportunities for renovation and 
development will help support and retain 
these functions.

For non-metropolitan communities, action 
on housing would support the building and 
construction industry, as well as building 
suppliers, creating jobs and economic activity. 

Across Canada, non-metropolitan 
communities are facing a significant 
housing challenge. This research is 
a signal that all levels of government 
need to focus attention on these issues. 
Action is needed, starting with a focus on 
research to provide data and information 
that support policy development and 
planning. From research and data, 
informed policies and programs can be 
developed to encourage housing that will 
meet community needs. If not addressed, 
non-metropolitan communities in Canada 
will not realize their economic potential 
or be able to support social well-being. 
Housing in non-metropolitan Canada 
needs planning and action now to support 
community sustainability into the future. 

The authors of this article have just released a 
research study entitled, Building Foundations 
for the Future: Housing, Community 
Development, and Economic Opportunity 
in Non-Metropolitan Canada. The study 
contains additional data and analysis on non-
metropolitan housing in Canada. The study 
can be found online at https://www.unbc.ca/
community-development-institute.

Marleen Morris is Co-Director of the 
Community Development Institute and Adjunct 
Professor of Geography at the University of 
Northern British Columbia (UNBC). A housing 
researcher, she has worked with communities 
and organizations on economic and social 
development and transition for over three 
decades, has served on the Board of BC 
Housing and on several non-profit housing 
boards, and worked for CMHC in the BC/Yukon 
Region in the 1980s.

Julia Good has been a Research Associate,  at 
UNBC's Community Development Institute 
since 2010. She holds an MA in North American 
Studies from Bonn University. Her research 
interests have been focused on community 
economic development in northern BC, and in 
particular the role of housing. 

Greg Halseth is Canada Research Chair in 
Rural and Small Town Studies and Co-Director 
of UNBC’s Community Development Institute. 
His research examines rural and small town 
community development, and community 
strategies for coping with social and economic 
change, all with a focus on northern BC’s 
resource-based towns. ¢

Town of Alma, QC.
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Iam filled with immense gratitude and 
feelings of accomplishment as my term 
as President of CIP comes to an end. 

It has been such an honour to serve you, 
the members, and the Canadian planning 
profession over the last four years. 

Working with so many brilliant 
professionals, from CEO Beth McMahon, to CIP 
staff, to the Board of Directors and volunteers, 
to the passionate PTIAs and incredible 
international partners, has been such a 
rewarding experience. Witnessing the joy of 
CIP celebrating its centenary – and knowing 

Je suis remplie d’une immense gratitude 
et de sentiments d’accomplissement 
alors que mon mandat de présidente 

de lCU touche à sa fin. Ce fut un tel honneur 
de vous servir, vous, les membres, et la 
profession des urbanistes au Canada, au 
cours de ces quatre dernières années. 

Travailler avec tant de brillants 
professionnels, de la PDG Beth McMahon 
au personnel de l’ICU, au conseil 
d’administration et aux bénévoles, aux IAPT 
passionnés et aux incroyables partenaires 
internationaux, a constitué une expérience 
vraiment enrichissante. Témoigner de la 
joie de l’ICU de célébrer son centenaire – et 
savoir ce qu’il a fallu pour y parvenir – est 

Message from the CIP President

Message de la présidente de l’ICU

what it took to get us there – is something that 
I will hold dear for years to come. 

Many planners are passionate about certain 
areas of our practice, such as urban design, 
transit, or rural land-use. Over the years, I 
have discovered that my passion is planners 
and the planning profession. I love our ability 
to dream of a more sustainable, resilient, 
just, and inclusive world, along with how we 
enthusiastically engage communities, create 
and change policy, influence the political 
realm, and positively impact the built and 
natural environment. 

The individuals who make up our profession 
and planning community are bright, 
determined, and inspiring. Because of this, 
I believe that we are well-positioned to face 
and prosper in these challenging times. With 
open hearts and minds, we will overcome, rise 
above, and build anew. 

Thank you for believing in me, and I hope 
that I’ve made you proud to be a Member of 
CIP and Canada’s planning profession.

Eleanor Mohammed RPP, MCIP
CIP President 2016-2020 ¢

une chose qui me tiendra à cœur pendant de 
longues années à venir. 

De nombreux urbanistes sont passionnés 
par certains domaines de notre pratique, tels 
que l’aménagement urbain, les transports 
en commun ou l’utilisation des terres 
rurales, etc. Au fil des ans, j’ai découvert 
que ma passion était les urbanistes et la 
profession d’urbaniste. J’aime notre capacité 
à rêver d’un monde plus durable, plus 
résistant, plus juste et plus inclusif, ainsi que 
notre façon d’engager avec enthousiasme 
les communautés, de créer et de modifier 
les politiques, d’influencer le domaine 
politique et d’avoir un impact positif sur 
l’environnement bâti et naturel. 

Les personnes qui composent notre 
profession et notre communauté de 
planification sont brillantes, déterminées 
et inspirantes. C’est pourquoi je pense que 
nous sommes bien placés pour affronter 
les défis et prospérer dans les moments 
difficiles que nous traversons. Avec 
des cœurs et des esprits ouverts, nous 
surmonterons, nous nous élèverons et nous 
construirons à nouveau. 

Je vous remercie d’avoir cru en moi et 
j’espère que vous êtes fiers d’être membre de 
l’ICU et de la profession d’urbaniste au Canada.

Eleanor Mohammed RPP, MCIP
Présidente de l’ICU 2016-2020 ¢
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Planning on a spectrum 
Are we going “on to the Brave New World” or “back to the village?” How 
our communities might be shaped by technology and the lessons so far

2020 has been a remarkable and challenging year. Pandemic, calls for action on anti-Black, 

Indigenous, and People of Colour racism, and economic uncertainty have fundamentally 

challenged us all to think, engage, and work differently as individuals, communities and 

planners. The following are perspectives from three Fellows on “intelligent cities”, the role of 

technology in city building and how health and societal crises are changing our thinking of the 

communities for which we are planning today and in the future. 

The Fellows' Corner is an initiative of the College of Fellows. Induction into the College is the highest honour CIP 
can give to a planner, recognizing outstanding professional experience and contributions. Find out more at 
cip-icu.ca/About/College-of-Fellows

Are we prepared as planners, communities and  
governments for the Brave New World of intelligent city  
infrastructure and the opportunity it presents?
Melanie Hare RPP, FCIP
Partner, Urban Strategies Inc.

I
ntelligent communities represent 
a capital ‘C’ change in the design, 
delivery, and management of public 
good, infrastructure, and community 

building. There is a growing need to create 
the policy, governance, and engagement 
frameworks to embrace and proactively 
respond to intelligent cities.

Why? Intelligent cities have and will 
fundamentally change how we plan 
communities, how they operate and what 
they look like. Some of the central issues are:

Governance: In an intelligent city, the lines 
may blur in terms of who owns, operates, 
and makes decisions on investments related 
to “smart” infrastructure (e.g., app-enabled 
transit service) and the implications of using 

connected technology to manage and deliver 
municipal programs and services (e.g., 
access to information, privacy of data). In 
advancing connected technology, how are we 
promoting and protecting the public good and 
who is responsible for doing so? 

Equity and inclusion: Intelligent cities are 
fueled by data and technology. How can we 
ensure equity and inclusion? All residents, 
regardless of their ability to pay for access 
to the internet, should have the same level 
of access, or even greater levels, based 
on need of access to infrastructure and 
municipal services.

Engagement and community In an 
emerging world of digital engagement, how 
can we ensure that all citizens are consulted, 

in particular when there is not equal access 
to broadband or devices to access the 
conversation? Also, how can we provide 
transparency around who controls the dialogue 
and who has access to the data collected? 

Progress is definitely being made. Some 
cities including Edmonton, Vancouver, 
Montreal and Toronto have created smart 
city strategies or installed chief information 
or technology officers to guide decision-
making, design, and infrastructure 
procurement. Important initiatives underway 
include the following:

Okotoks and Cochrane have embraced on-
demand technologies to deliver transit service, 
as traditional transit service was not viable in 
these smaller and more rural communities.
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Cyndi Rottenberg-Walker RPP, FCIP
Partner, Urban Strategies Inc.

Sidewalk Labs: A Case Study

S
idewalk Labs’ proposal for the 
Quayside community on lands 
owned by Waterfront Toronto 
adjacent to Lake Ontario provides 

an important case study in how we can 
continue to think about building the 
communities we want and increasingly 
need, enhanced by the technology of today 
and realizing the promise of the digitally 
enabled services of the future. [Full 
disclosure: I was Sidewalk Labs’ planning 
consultant in 2019/2020.] While Sidewalk 
Labs’ Quayside project is regrettably not 
proceeding, it offers key lessons and ongoing 
questions for intelligent cities.

Technology is a pervasive and inevitable 
factor in the future of planning. We will 
– and must - continue to actively debate 
considerations of privacy, ethics, equity, 
inclusion, safety, contribution, ownership, 
transparency, and accountability – but data 
and technology are already embedded in 
virtually every aspect of our lives. Your Fitbit, 
phone, and car already know where you 
are and where you’ve been; your internet 
browser knows more about you than your 
spouse, mother, doctor, lawyer, and teachers 
combined. The Sidewalk Labs project 
stepped right in front of the fertile and 
ongoing civic debate taking place across the 
globe regarding all the ways in which we both 
love and fear the role technology plays in 
our lives and in our cities – and took many of 
the associated hits. Even though the project 
is not proceeding, we need to continue to 

Surrey has been advancing its smart 
project capacity, implementing initiatives 
that use connected technology, including 
automated traffic monitoring, a municipal 
open data program, and free public WiFi at 
various locations around the city. 

Montreal has prioritized citizen 
consultation, collaboration with civic 
technology groups, and open and 
interoperable technology and is working on 
‘intelligent’ initiatives to improve mobility 
and food access. 

Bridgewater seeks to address a particular 
challenge in its community and is using data 
and connected technology to reduce energy 
poverty for its citizens.

Guelph and Wellington County are 
addressing issues of food insecurity using 
connected technology to create Canada’s 
first circular food economy, through the Our 
Food Future initiative.

Most recently, the pandemic has required 
a lightning speed pivot that has been 
facilitated by intelligent city approaches 

in particular as relates to community 
engagement. We are getting there, 
but there is a long way to go. Planners 
with their interdisciplinary perspective 
and collaborative approaches are well 
positioned and in some communities are 
taking a lead role. However, we need to 
more proactively understand, discuss, and 
consider the ways intelligent cities impacts 
our work and the communities we plan so 
we can put in place the frameworks that 
will allow for positive, ‘intelligent’ change.

proactively think about, debate, and define 
the ways we expect technology to be used to 
improve our cities and our quality of urban 
life so that it can deliver on the public interest 
– the very purpose of planning. 

In its Request for Proposals for Quayside, 
Waterfront Toronto articulated objectives 

around affordability, sustainability, 
inclusivity, economic opportunity, and 
mobility. Sidewalk Labs responded with 
dozens of innovative and integrated 
digitally-enabled systems, all outlined in its 
Master Innovation and Development Plan. 
Some of the key ones that I hope we will 

Image of Sidewalk Labs’ Quayside Master Plan and integrated intelligent systems.
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Will ongoing working from home put the village back 
into our city of neighbourhoods?

W
hen we do return to work, 
the patterns of months of 
sheltering at home will for 
many become a desirable 

habit, allowing us more time to rediscover 
our home and the neighbourhood we live in. 
Toronto, known as the “city of neighbourhoods” 
made of tight streets and blocks with local 
parks and adjacent main streets, has all the 
components for living publicly and privately 
well. From my home-work perch in the 
Annex neighbourhood, I see the steady flow 
of pedestrians, runners, and dogs with their 
actual owners. The park across the street 
is distractingly cheerful – exercisers have 
found their two-metre space, and the kids 
have reclaimed the field, where recently the 
off-leash dogs rendered it a dust bowl, much to 
the unhappiness of non-dog owing locals. 

Being careful not to over-predict, 
neighbourhood change post-pandemic will 
likely be subtle, but it does beg the question: 
Without the pandemic, could we have fully 
experienced the benefits of working from 
home, including no commuting, work 
efficiency, and flexible hours to care for 
children and elders? In our urban design and 
architecture practice, a recent staff survey 
revealed that most would prefer to work 
at home two to three days a week post-
pandemic. Will continued hunkering down at 
home evoke earlier generations when family 
living was multi-generational, more domestic, 
and conducive to village-like neighbourhood 
living? As we walk and cycle more, shop and 
eat out less, and live more frugally, even 
the nearly extinct corner store may return. 

Anne McIlroy, B’ARCH, FRAIC, RPP, FCIP
Principal, Brook McIlroy

Corner stores were originally important local 
shops, visited daily for basic grocery needs, 
and they provided an affordable live-work 
arrangement for the owner.

Originally the utilitarian area of home, 
the back yard, was for coal delivery and 
vegetable gardens, while the front porch was 
used for socializing. Over the years, as we’ve 
reassessed our values for privacy, residents 
have retreated from the front porch, to the 
privacy of the rear leisure garden. Perhaps 
more time at home will revive the porch as a 
potent part of the house and neighbourhood. 
Ours, one of many identical porches on the 
street, is 2.5 by 5 metres, a double square 
dimension attributed to architectural 
harmony. Spaced apart by about 3 metres, 

porches are a solid safe social distance 
dimension. The nightly porch Brass Band 
concert around the corner has a growing 
audience, standing on every available patch 
of sidewalk and lawn, along with cars 
slowing to catch the uplifting sight and song. 

If we do find a greater work at home 
balance post-pandemic, it seems possible 
that past grievances between dog and non-
dog owners will soften, and we can agree 
to share the park – for gardening, cultural 
and family events, even local market stands 
for back yard produce that could one day be 
sold in revived corner stores. At the same 
time, we would all have more incentive to 
return to the front porch and get to know 
our neighbours. ¢

still see someday include modular tall-
timber buildings, which can be assembled 
rapidly and reconfigured easily, promoting 
affordability and adaptability; real-time 
traffic operations including adaptive traffic 
signals and crosswalks; weather-responsive 
heated pavement; enhanced electric 

vehicle charging and many other energy 
innovations; Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 
to radically reduce the need for private 
automobiles; active stormwater monitoring; 
and other green infrastructure performance 
monitoring. These digitally-enabled services 
supported a plan that was founded on a 

generous public realm, community-building 
design, significant mix of land uses, and 
extensive affordable housing. The result was 
a master plan that carried forward the best 
features of past and present communities, 
while actively embedding the city-building 
technologies of our future.

This Annex front porch is alive nightly with a brass band ensemble of adults and children.  
Photo credit: Anne McIlroy.
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Planifier un éventail de possibilités 
Allons-nous nous diriger vers le « meilleur des mondes » ou  
retourner au village ? Comment nos communautés pourraient être 
façonnées par la technologie et les leçons tirées jusqu’à présent

2020 a été une année remarquable et pleine de défis. La pandémie, les appels à l’action 

contre le racisme envers les Noirs, les autochtones et les personnes de couleur, ainsi que 

l’incertitude économique nous ont fondamentalement poussés à penser, à nous engager et à 

travailler différemment en tant qu’individus, communautés et planificateurs. Voici les points de 

vue de trois experts sur les villes intelligentes, le rôle de la technologie dans la construction 

des villes et la manière dont la santé et la crise sociétale modifient notre façon de penser aux 

communautés que nous planifions aujourd’hui et à l’avenir. 

Le Coin des Fellows est une initiative du Collège des Fellows. L’intronisation au sein du Collège est  
la plus haute distinction que l’ICU puisse accorder à un urbaniste, en reconnaissance d’une expérience et  
d’une contribution professionnelles exceptionnelles. Pour en savoir plus, consultez la page  
http://cip-icu.ca/Honneurs-et-reconnaissances/Le-College-des-Fellows

Sommes-nous prêts, en tant qu’urbanistes, 
communautés et gouvernements, à affronter le meilleur 
des mondes en matière d’infrastructures de villes 
intelligentes et les possibilités ainsi offertes ?
Melanie Hare UPC, FICU
Partenaire, Urban Strategies Inc.

L
es communautés intelligentes 
représentent un changement 
capital dans la conception, la 
prestation et la gestion des 

biens publics, des infrastructures et 
de la construction de communautés. Il 
est de plus en plus nécessaire de créer 
les cadres de politique, de gouvernance et 
d’engagement nécessaires pour adopter le 
concept de villes intelligentes et y répondre 
de manière proactive.

Pourquoi ? Les villes intelligentes ont 
changé et changeront fondamentalement 
la façon dont nous planifions les 
communautés, leur fonctionnement et 
leur apparence. Certaines des questions 
centrales sont les suivantes :

Gouvernance : Dans une ville intelligente, 
les limites peuvent s’estomper en ce qui 
concerne la propriété, l’exploitation et la prise 
de décisions sur les investissements liés à 
l’infrastructure intelligente (par exemple, un 
service de transport activé par application) 
et les implications de l’utilisation de la 
technologie connectée pour gérer et fournir 
les programmes et services municipaux 
(par exemple, l’accès à l’information, la 
confidentialité des données). En faisant 
progresser la technologie connectée, comment 
promouvons-nous et protégeons-nous le bien 
public et qui est responsable de le faire ? 

Équité et inclusion : Les villes 
intelligentes sont alimentées par les 
données et la technologie. Comment 

pouvons-nous garantir l’équité et l’inclusion 
? Tous les résidents, quelle que soit leur 
capacité à payer ou à avoir accès à l’internet, 
devraient en jouir au même niveau, même 
à un niveau supérieur, en fonction de leur 
besoin d’accès aux infrastructures et aux 
services municipaux.

Engagement et communauté Dans un 
monde émergent d’engagement numérique, 
comment pouvons-nous garantir que tous 
les citoyens seront consultés, en particulier 
lorsqu’il n’y a pas d’égalité d’accès au haut 
débit ou aux appareils permettant d’accéder 
à la conversation ? De plus, comment 
pouvons-nous assurer la transparence quant 
à la personne qui contrôle le dialogue et qui 
a accès aux données recueillies ? 
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Des progrès sont incontestablement 
réalisés. Certaines villes, dont Edmonton, 
Vancouver, Montréal et Toronto, ont créé des 
stratégies de ville intelligente ou installé des 
directeurs généraux de l’information ou des 
technologies pour guider la prise de décision, 
la conception et l’acquisition d’infrastructures. 
Parmi les initiatives importantes en cours, on 
peut citer les suivantes :

Okotoks et Cochrane ont adopté les 
technologies à la demande pour fournir 
un service de transport en commun, car le 
service de transport en commun traditionnel 
n’était pas viable dans leurs communautés 
plus petites et plus rurales.

Surrey a fait progresser sa capacité de 
projets intelligents, en mettant en œuvre 
des initiatives qui utilisent la technologie 
connectée, notamment la surveillance 

automatisée de la circulation, un programme 
municipal de données ouvertes et le WiFi 
public gratuit à divers endroits de la ville. 

Montréal a donné la priorité à la 
consultation des citoyens, à la collaboration 
avec des groupes de technologie civique et 
à la technologie ouverte et interopérable, 
en plus de travailler sur des initiatives 
intelligentes pour améliorer la mobilité et 
l’accès à la nourriture. 

Bridgewater cherche à relever un défi 
particulier dans sa communauté et utilise 
les données et la technologie connectée pour 
réduire la pauvreté énergétique de ses citoyens.

Guelph et le comté de Wellington 
s’attaquent aux problèmes d’insécurité 
alimentaire en utilisant la technologie 
connectée pour créer la première économie 
alimentaire circulaire du Canada, grâce à 

l’initiative Our Food Future.
Plus récemment, la pandémie a nécessité 

un pivot à la vitesse de l’éclair, facilité 
par les approches de ville intelligente, 
en particulier en ce qui concerne 
l’engagement communautaire. Nous y 
arrivons, mais il reste encore beaucoup 
de chemin à parcourir. Les urbanistes, 
avec leur perspective interdisciplinaire et 
leurs approches collaboratives, sont bien 
placés pour ce faire et, dans certaines 
communautés, ils jouent un rôle de premier 
plan. Cependant, nous devons comprendre, 
discuter et examiner de manière plus 
proactive les effets des villes intelligentes 
sur notre travail et les communautés que 
nous planifions, afin de mettre en place 
les cadres qui permettront un changement 
positif et intelligent.

Sidewalk Labs : Une étude de cas 
Cyndi Rottenberg-Walker UPC, FICU
Partenaire, Urban Strategies Inc.

L
a proposition de Sidewalk Labs 
pour la communauté de Quayside 
sur des terrains appartenant à 
Waterfront Toronto, adjacents 

au lac Ontario, constitue une importante 
étude de cas sur la manière dont 
nous pouvons continuer à penser à la 
construction des communautés que 
nous souhaitons et dont nous avons de 
plus en plus besoin, en les améliorant 
grâce à la technologie d’aujourd’hui et 
en réalisant la promesse des services 
numériques de l’avenir (je dois procéder 
à une divulgation complète : je fus 
consultant en planification pour Sidewalk 
Labs en 2019/2020). Bien que le projet de 
Sidewalk Labs à Quayside ne se poursuive 
malheureusement pas, il offre des leçons 
clés et pose des questions récurrentes pour 
les villes intelligentes.

La technologie est un facteur omniprésent 
et inévitable dans l’avenir de la planification. 
Nous allons – et devons – continuer à 
débattre activement des considérations de 
vie privée, d’éthique, d’équité, d’inclusion, 
de sécurité, de contribution, de propriété, 

de transparence et de responsabilité – mais 
les données et la technologie sont déjà 
intégrées dans pratiquement tous les aspects 
de notre vie. Votre Fitbit, votre téléphone et 
votre voiture savent déjà où vous êtes et où 
vous avez été ; votre navigateur internet en 
sait plus sur vous que votre conjoint, votre 
mère, votre médecin, votre avocat et vos 
enseignants réunis. Le projet Sidewalk Labs 
s’est inscrit dans le cadre du débat civique 
fertile et permanent qui se déroule dans 
le monde entier sur toutes les façons dont 
nous aimons et craignons le rôle que joue la 
technologie dans nos vies et dans nos villes – 
et s’est attiré de nombreuses critiques. Même 
si le projet ne se poursuit pas, nous devons 
continuer à réfléchir, à débattre et à définir de 
manière proactive les façons dont nous nous 
attendons à ce que la technologie soit utilisée 
pour améliorer nos villes et notre qualité de 
vie urbaine, afin qu’elle puisse servir l’intérêt 
public – l’objectif même de la planification. 

Dans sa demande de propositions pour 
Quayside, Waterfront Toronto a articulé ses 
objectifs autour de l’accessibilité financière, 
de la durabilité, de l’inclusion, des 

opportunités économiques et de la mobilité. 
Sidewalk Labs a répondu en proposant des 
dizaines de systèmes numériques innovants 
et intégrés, tous décrits dans son plan 

Image du plan directeur de Sidewalk Labs et des 
systèmes intelligents intégrés.
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Le travail continu à domicile  
va-t-il remettre le village dans notre ville de quartiers ?
Anne McIlroy, B’ARCH, FRAIC, UPC, FICU
Directrice, Brook McIlroy

L
orsque nous retournerons 
au travail, les mois passés à 
la maison deviendront pour 
beaucoup une habitude positive, 

nous laissant plus de temps pour 
redécouvrir notre maison et le quartier 
dans lequel nous vivons. Toronto, connue 
comme une « ville de quartiers » faite de 
rues et de pâtés de maisons étroits avec 
des parcs locaux et des rues principales 
adjacentes, possède tous les éléments pour 
bien vivre sa vie publique et privée. Depuis 
mon perchoir de travail à la maison dans le 
quartier Annex, je vois le flux constant de 
piétons, de coureurs et de chiens avec leurs 
propriétaires véritables. Le parc de l’autre 
côté de la rue est d’une gaieté dérangeante 
– les sportifs ont trouvé leur écart de 
deux mètres, et les enfants ont récupéré 
le terrain, que les chiens sans laisse ont 
récemment transformé en bol à poussière, 
au grand dam des habitants du quartier qui 
ne possèdent pas de chien. 

Sans toutefois prévoir l’avenir de manière 
trop précise, on peut s’attendre à ce que 
le changement des quartiers après la 
pandémie soit probablement subtil, mais 
cela soulève la question : Sans la pandémie, 
aurions-nous pu profiter pleinement 
des avantages du travail à domicile, 
notamment l’absence de trajets domicile-
travail, l’efficacité du travail et les horaires 
flexibles pour s’occuper des enfants et 
des personnes âgées ? Dans notre cabinet 
d’urbanisme et d’architecture, une récente 

enquête auprès du personnel a révélé que 
la plupart des gens préféreraient travailler 
à domicile deux à trois jours par semaine 
après la pandémie. Le fait de continuer à 
se replier sur soi-même évoquera-t-il les 
générations précédentes, lorsque la vie 
familiale était multigénérationnelle, plus 
domestique et propice à une vie de quartier 
de type villageoise ? À mesure que nous 
marcherons et pédalerons davantage, 
que nous ferons moins de courses et 
mangerons moins au restaurant, et que 
nous vivrons plus frugalement, même le 
magasin du coin, qui a presque disparu, 
pourrait revenir. À l’origine, les dépanneurs 
étaient d’importants magasins locaux, 
visités quotidiennement pour les besoins 
alimentaires de base, et ils offraient un 
mode de vie abordable pour leur propriétaire.

À l’origine, la zone utilitaire de la maison, 
la cour arrière, servait à la livraison du 
charbon et aux jardins potagers, tandis que 
le porche avant servait à la socialisation. Au 
fil des ans, alors que nous avons réévalué 
nos valeurs en matière de vie privée, les 
résidents se sont retirés du porche avant 
pour se réfugier dans l’intimité du jardin de 
loisirs arrière. Peut-être que passer plus 
de temps à la maison fera revivre le porche 
comme un élément important de la maison 
et du quartier. Le nôtre, un des nombreux 
porches identiques de la rue, mesure 
2,5 mètres sur 5, un double carré attribué à 
l’harmonie architecturale. Espacés d’environ 
3 mètres, les porches respectent une bonne 

distance sociale sécuritaire. Le concert 
nocturne de l’orchestre de cuivres de porche, 
qui a lieu au coin de la rue, attire un public 
de plus en plus nombreux, qui se tient sur 
chaque parcelle de trottoir et de pelouse 
disponible, des voitures ralentissant pour 
profiter de la vue et de la musique. 

Si nous trouvons un meilleur équilibre 
sur le plan du travail à domicile en période 
de post-pandémie, il semble possible que 
les griefs passés entre les propriétaires 
de chiens et les autres s’atténuent et que 
nous acceptions de partager le parc – pour 
le jardinage, les événements culturels et 
familiaux, même les stands des marchés 
locaux pour les produits de l’arrière-cour 
qui pourraient un jour être vendus dans les 
magasins du coin revitalisés. Dans le même 
temps, nous serions tous plus motivés 
pour retourner sous le porche et faire 
connaissance avec nos voisins. ¢

directeur d’innovation et de développement. 
Parmi les principaux systèmes qui, je 
l’espère, seront encore utilisés un jour, 
figurent des bâtiments modulaires à bois 
haut qui peuvent être assemblés rapidement 
et reconfigurés facilement, ce qui favorise 
l’accessibilité économique et l’adaptabilité 
; des opérations de circulation en temps 
réel, notamment des feux de circulation 
et des passages pour piétons adaptatifs ; 

des chaussées chauffées en fonction des 
conditions météorologiques ; une meilleure 
recharge des véhicules électriques et de 
nombreuses autres innovations énergétiques 
; la mobilité en tant que service (MaaS) 
pour réduire radicalement le besoin de 
voitures particulières ; la surveillance 
active des eaux de ruissellement ; et 
d’autres contrôles des performances 
des infrastructures vertes. Ces services 

numériques ont soutenu un plan fondé sur 
un domaine public généreux, la conception 
de bâtiments communautaires, une 
combinaison importante d’utilisation du 
sol et de nombreux logements abordables. 
Le résultat en est un plan directeur qui 
reprend les meilleures caractéristiques des 
communautés passées et présentes, tout 
en intégrant activement les technologies de 
construction urbaine de notre avenir.

Le porche de l’annexe est animé tous les soirs 
par un ensemble de fanfare composé d’adultes et 
d’enfants. Crédit photo : Anne McIlroy.
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The frontier of digital opportunity: Smart city implementation in 
small, rural and remote communities in Canada. Zachary Spicer, 
Nicole Goodman, and Nathan Olmstead. Urban Studies,  
September 2019). https://doi.org/10.1177/0042098019863666 
Smaller communities are often overlooked in the discussion about 
smart cities, even though they have much to gain by adopting the 
concept. Information technology can provide easier connections to 
the rest of Canada and large urban centres, help with reputation 
building, improve service delivery, and enhance employment and 
social opportunities for residents. This paper examines the smart city 
strategies pursued in Iqaluit, NU, and small and rural municipalities 
in the Annapolis Valley, NS, (i.e., Annapolis, Kings and Hants). Based 
primarily on interviews with private and public officials in these 
smaller and remote centres, it explores smart mobility, digital, and 
internet access in workspaces and public places, online access 
to information and services, smart infrastructure, open data, and 

Condensé de recherches 
en urbanisme

Planning Research Digest
This digest presents recent research that deals directly with planning issues in Canadian 
communities. The articles are chosen for their potential interest to practicing planners,  
while covering a range of topics, community sizes, and regions. 

online streaming. The authors find that collaboration with other 
municipalities is essential for rural and remote pursuit of smart 
city development and is necessary to counteract the limitations of 
capacity, scale, and digital divides. 

Human rights and the city: A view from Canada. Sandeep Agrawal. 
Journal of the American Planning Association, June 2020.  
https://doi.org/10.1080/01944363.2020.1775680 
Human rights issues are increasingly being used to contest planning 
policies in Canadian courts and this article challenges planners to find 
ways to consider such issues in their planning decisions. Recent court 
cases have involved issues related to discrimination in housing policies, 
the rights of Indigenous people, universal accessibility to public 
services, urban farming involving animals, safe injection sites, and 
freedoms of expression and religion. The author uses two case studies 
- on the definition of group homes in Toronto and minimum separation 

Ce condensé a pour but de faire connaître les recherches récentes portant directement 
sur les questions urbanistiques touchant les collectivités canadiennes. Ses articles, qui 
abordent un large éventail de sujets, de collectivités et de régions, sont choisis en fonction 
de leur pertinence potentielle auprès des urbanistes professionnels
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distances and zoning changes for places of worship in Lafontaine, QC 
– to explore how human rights were upheld by the courts. The article 
shows how decisions in such cases have prompted municipalities to 
review, revise, or even rescind existing bylaws and practices; create 
new land use classes; or revise existing zoning or other municipal 
bylaws to accommodate new resulting land uses. The article concludes 
that educating practicing and budding planners about the implications 
of human rights for planning is a key way forward. 

Rethinking the governance and planning of a new generation of 
greenbelts. Sara Macdonald, Jochen Monstadt, and Abigail Friendly. 
Regional Studies, May 2020.  
https://doi.org/10.1080/00343404.2020.1747608
This paper tracks the evolution of the greenbelt concept over the last 100 
years from its original purpose of providing refuge from the industrial 
city to the multifunctional policy goals it services today, including 
economic development, nature protection, and growth containment. The 
management of greenbelts has also become more complex, requiring 
coordination across several policy fields such as housing, agriculture, 
and nature conservation (horizontal coordination); across numerous 
policy levels (vertical coordination); and multiple administrative 
jurisdictions (territorial coordination). To explore the challenges involved 
in regional greenbelt governance, this article studies two examples of 
greenbelts, the top-down approach used by the Province of Ontario in 
setting up the greenbelt in the Greater Golden Horseshoe and a more 
decentralized approach found in the Frankfurt Rhine-Main region of 
Germany. The authors conclude that regional greenbelts need new 
policy approaches and institutional reforms to manage the governance 
challenges facing the new generation of greenbelts.

Density done right: How distributed urban density can support 
healthy, livable neighbourhoods, housing affordability and the 
environment. Cherise Burda, Graham Haines, Claire Nelischer,  
and Claire Pfeiffer. Toronto: Ryerson City Building Institute, 2020.  
https://www.citybuildinginstitute.ca/portfolio/density-done-right/ 
This report discusses the high cost of urban sprawl, the limitations of 
high-rise residential development in the Greater Toronto Area, and the 
need for “distributed density” rather than the model based on high-
density nodal development surrounded by low-density neighbourhoods 
that has been often advocated by planners. Distributed density would 
entail having low-, medium-, and high-density residential forms 
balanced throughout the urban area. The report identifies opportunities 
for distributed density in the Greater Golden Horseshoe and explains how 
distributed density supports livability, affordability, and environmental 
sustainability. It includes case studies on upzoning in Minneapolis, 
density diversity in Hamilton’s downtown core, and Vancouver’s Zero 
Emissions Building Plan, which facilitate the development of zero-
emissions multi-unit residential and mixed-use buildings.

Pour des milieux de vie durables: Guide de bonnes pratiques sur 
la planification territoriale et le développement durable. Mathieu 
Leclerc-Pelletier, Catherine Marchand, et Thierry Deroo. Ministère 
des Affaires municipales et de l’Habitation, Québec, 2020. https://
www.mamh.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/publications/amenagement_
territoire/documentation/GUI_MilieuxVieDurables_VF.pdf 
Ce guide traites des éléments clés de la planification de milieux 
de vie durables et assurer de la participation publique; propose un 

cadre de planification pour des milieux de vie durables axées sur les 
six qualités (l’éconeutralité, l’accessibilité, l’équité, et la solidarité, 
l’adaptabilité et la sécurité, l’inclusion, et la convivialité, et l’identité et 
la créativité); présente des exemples québécois de bonnes pratiques, 
y compris de projets ou d’utilisation d’outils règlementaires liés à 
l’urbanisme; et souligne des projets d’envergure au Québec, tous 
presque dans contextes métropolitains. 

Food deserts or food swamps? Using geospatial technologies  
to explore disparities in food access in Windsor, Canada.  
Xue Luo. International Journal of Librarianship, 5(1), 2020.  
https://doi.org/10.23974/ijol.2020.vol5.1.161
Because of the impact of food availability on diet and health, there 
is an increasing interest in identifying food deserts (areas with poor 
access to healthy and affordable food) and food swamps (areas with 
high access to fast food). Using geographic information systems, 
this study examines the accessibility to both supermarkets and fast 
food outlets in Windsor, Ontario. Regression analysis explores how 
distances to the nearest fast food outlet in different neighbourhoods 
relate to demographic and socioeconomic variables as well as to 
planning variables (e.g., percentage of single-detached houses 
as a proxy measure for the exclusiveness of residential zoning 
and population density to account for customer base). The results 
show that neighbourhoods with lower median household income, 
less concentration of visible minorities, and lower private vehicle 
ownership were more likely to have a fast food outlet nearby than a 
supermarket. Consistent with previous findings in other Canadian 
cities, this study finds that food swamps were more prevalent than 
food deserts in Windsor.

Cross border regional planning: Insights from Cascadia.  
Francesco Cappellano , Kathrine Richardson, and Laurie Trautman. 
International Planning Studies, June 2020.  
https://doi.org/10.1080/13563475.2020.1779672 
The case study explores trans-boundary planning for the 300-km long 
Cascadia Innovation Corridor (CIC) anchored by the cities of Seattle, 
WA, and Vancouver, BC. The CIC is a business-led, multi-stakeholder 
initiative involving representatives from government, private industry, 
and academia. It aims to rebrand the region as a technology hub on 
the global stage and coordinate decisions around public and private 
infrastructure investment, especially for a new high-speed train to 
connect the two cities. The authors undertook a survey among and 
conducted interviews with stakeholders to explore the engagement of 
city governments in the CIC, evaluate the coherency between different 
planning scales, and assess whether the CIC has been addressing 
the major challenges that may prevent tighter economic integration 
in Cascadia. The article concludes with recommendations on ways 
that the CIC could be strengthened to pursue a common territorial 
strategy, including closer cooperation between the two main cities 
involved and inviting NGOs, private stakeholders, and the community 
to participate at bi-national forums. ¢

Prepared in cooperation with the Intergovernmental 
Committee on Urban and Regional Research.
Préparé en collaboration avec le Comité 
intergouvernemental de recherches urbaines et 
régionales (CIRUR).
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Dockside Green: The Story of the Most Sustainable Development in the World
214 pages. By Kim Fowler. Tellwell, 2019.
Tells the story of Dockside Green, from the acquisition of the land by the City of Victoria from the Province in 1989 until 
present day. Based on achieving the ‘triple bottom line,’ Dockside is a tale of innovation, collaboration, and commitment 
by both city and developer to create an alternative to what the author acidly calls “the conventional crap.” While Dockside 
has experienced many twists and turns, it has ultimately achieved its goals. The first phases achieved LEED-Platinum – 
receiving the highest number of LEED points ever achieved. (Provided by Don Alexander.)

Who are These People and Why are They Yelling at Me? The Art and Science of Managing Large Angry Public Meetings
305 pages. By David Hardy. Friesen Press, 2020.
Essential reading for planners and other professionals for achieving dialogue with the public. Hardy outlines 
facilitation skills needed to engage the public and avoid angry meetings. A veteran of more than 1500 public meetings, 
he shares step-by-step methods for planning best outcomes and managing awkward situations, including guidance 
on how to address the indignant and outraged, grandstanders, and the outright unruly. Also included is a solid list of 
facilitation tools and techniques, sample prompt questions, and methods of planning public meetings and evaluating 
public engagement programs. (Provided by Kristy Kilbourne.)

Planning Canadian Communities: An Introduction to the Principles, Practices, and Participants in the 21st Century 
474 pages. Edited by Gerald Hodge, David Gordon and Pamela Shaw (7th edition). Nelson Education, 2020.
Encompasses the need for community planning; the role of planners and planning careers; and the history of cities and 
community planning in Canada, as well as contemporary planning processes, practices, and tools at different scales. A table of 
planning terminology in each province and territory accompanies an examination of neighbourhood and district planning, grey 
and green infrastructure planning, and planning for diverse and healthy communities. Other topics include public and private 
participation in community plan development, an examination of land use regulations and policy implementation tools, and 
future challenges for planning practice. Profiles of prominent Canadian planners are interspersed throughout.

Sustainability Policy, Planning and Gentrification in Cities 
168 pages. By Susannah Bunce. Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2019.
Explores the relationship between sustainability planning, neighbourhood intensification, and gentrification in central 
Toronto as well as the gentrification experiences and urban policies of international cities (e.g., New York, London, Paris, 
and Freiburg). Discusses the role of master planned communities in gentrification and examines the compatibility of 
sustainability policy with upper- and middle-class urban lifestyles; the role of creative city policy as a gentrifying force; 
environmental gentrification caused by increased green spaces and community gardens; and community land trusts as an 
equitable means of sustainability. Concludes by considering actions to resist gentrification in the future. 

Five Rules for Tomorrow’s Cities: Design in an Age of Urban Migration, Demographic Change, and a Disappearing Middle Class
221 pages. By Patrick Condon. Island Press, 2020.
Discusses rural-to-urban migration, collapsing birth rates, and the shrinking of the middle class. Presents five rules to 
guide urban design and planning practice to achieve sustainable, resilient development in light of geographic, economic, 
and social challenges, with a focus on viewing the city as a system; recognizing and working with patterns in urban 
environments; implementing lighter, greener and smarter infrastructure; strengthening social resilience through 
affordable housing design; and adapting work spaces and business centres to changes in labour markets and work. 
Encompasses examples and case studies from around the world, including Canada. 

On the Shelf
Readers are invited to submit short summaries (maximum 120 words) of new or recently 
released books on planning and related topics to glennrobinmiller@gmail.com. Preference 
will be given to books by Canadian authors. Full reviews of books are also welcome.

Thanks to Muniscope for the summaries of books from Nelson, Routledge and Island Press. ¢
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PLANNING
VISIONARIES

We are accepting applications for all programs! 

URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA  IS HOME TO ONE OF CANADA’S FASTEST GROWING PROGRAMS IN

•  Accredited professional undergraduate BA and BSc Degrees

•  An MSc degree with a focus on planning for resilience with both two and 
one year streams

•  A PhD specialization in Planning with the opportunity to study with 
established scholars

•  Strong connections with planning employers, which facilitates a high 
quality internship program, s ld experiential 
learning

 FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: PLANNING.EAS.UALBERTA.CA

CREATING



University of Waterloo’s School of Planning 
o
 ers online and part-time graduate programs 
for working professionals. Advance the career 
you have, or launch a new one with a practice-
oriented and conceptually-rigorous education 
taught by Canada’s leading faculty on planning. 

With asynchronous course content and fall, 
winter and spring entry, our programs work 
within your schedule. Professional planning 
members can earn continuous professional 
learning units by completing our courses.

uwaterloo.ca/planning/online-grad

TRANSFORM THE 
CITY YOU LOVE, 
WITHOUT HAVING 
TO LEAVE IT

TOGETHER for a sustainable future
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Master of 
Planning (MPLAN)

3.5 years | 10 courses

Graduate Diploma 
in Planning (GDIP)

15 months | 4 courses

+
ONLINE AND PART-TIME

graduate programs for working professionals


